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Preface 
When John Keats met ,anny Brawne h.e had already written 
On First .~Qoking into. Cha;eman.' s Homer, Endymion, Isabella, and 
part of 1!lper1on. From the time of their meeting until the 
cessation of poetry because of his 111 heal"tth, Keats wrote every 
otb:·er --poem by which he is best known. This, of course, is not 
to say ·that had Keats not met Fanny he would not .have become a 
highly regarded poeto · Certainly Ke~ts had the poetic genius 
within him neoess~ry to achieve immortality. The point at 
·~ issue. is not abil1 ty, but rather,,, inspiration and direction. 
It is to those two points which we shall direct ourselves in 
j, the fo;J..lowing pages as we investigate the life of this certain 
Fanny Brawne and her love for John Keats to and even beyond 
his premature death. 
· Who and what was this Fanny Brawne? The answer to this 
question has changed greatly in the last few decades. This 
Keats'·s death- ha.s ri·sen from the ·depths of historical 
a peak of respect and even praise o · In fact, some of the very s-
. harshest critics of this girl have by now completely reversed 
their stand regarding her character and personality. 
··outstanding example is certainly John Middleton Murry. 
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1925 Mr. Murri ~ote1 : "Fanny Brawne w~s beautiful and young 
• h• ··········--·~·-·····-~ •• , .... ,_ ......... _.---.. ~·". -~---···· 
--~ .. ,-... ................ ~.u.~ 
1. J. Middleton Murry, Keats and Shakespeare, (London, 1925) _, pp. 112-113. 
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liking her. She liked to be liked, and ··to be liked by someone 
-· whom their mutual friends were 1ncl1n·ed to think a poet of 
genius was very pleasant tQ her. She wanted to be a~ired by 
everybody-.~~---
·-·-,----·--· 
' 
"There are thousands ·of Fanny Brawnes 1n the world today.: . 
. in one class. of. S(?.ciety they talk of their various 'boys',. and 
they say, and feel, th~t·one is 'a nicer boy' than the others, 
l!-
but in all cla.sses the thought,. -though not the speech, is the 
same. ' .. ,.._. .. Keats was 'a nice boy' t9 Fanny Brawne; she really lilted 
' 
him. She may sometimes have thought that it was rather a pity 
he could not afford to marry her; and then ag·a1n she thought 1 t 
was just as well,- on the whole rather better, for if srhe were 
t·o be -married to him then she supposed she· would have to give 
up flirtations and parties too if·he wanted it, as he probably 
would. But until ·she was married to him, and_ that would take 
a conveniently long while, she could not be expected to give up 
these things, could she?· And the thousands o:r·Fanny Brawnes 
• I 
that are- in the---wor·id--·-t·o·--day, ---ana·-··-a good· many · thousands -of ---------· •-• O ,_,,,,-,«-~"•h••-'oUk.LhH•-• '•'"'""~"~-•••~ •-·-•··-
--.. ·-·····-··-.--·, ·,. _ .. ·. ,. ' ·.: 
.• 
others, will agree with her in replying: No, she could not be 
·----· -·e-xpe-ct-ed: -to·:···---They- are substantially right, but for the wrong 
reason. If she had felt for Keats what he felt for her, .then 
her gaieties and her stylishness and her flirtations _would have 
J--- ____ 
-----·- . . . falle-n f-ro·m ~er :g§J;urally; Jthey would have bec~ome intolerab·le i .._ . ....,,..,....,..,. .... ..., __ ____.,_.,. ...... ,,-•.._._ ... ..,_,· _,..._u·•--~,-~.-.-, ..... --.~---•<·•-~·i-oc.···•-••''"''"',,_,,.cr·-,-·--···•~·'·••~·~•"•••••'"·""·""-'"~'"·"""""·''"""'-·'-'"""··~·--., .. ,, . ._,_.,,.,,.~~ .• : ....•. _ . ..,,,~,,i,,:.•-M,.,.•~·,_,,-·•-;....., __ ,_ .......... , •. ,.,_. ______ .. , ..• -. .. -•-··•···--·-·~·;;···•- . ·-··-
. -·- .. ···•·--·-· •. -
4) 
to her. Since she did not feel for Keats what he felt for her, 
1t was better that she should not have pretended." 
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This description of Fanny ~B:rawne in the light· of·· today I s· 
' {pt;,, 
scholarship is not only mistaken put also unfair. She 
'1 I 
• 
' 
·,i, 
appears as the most common of· creatures. w1 th certainly -none_ 
" ' 
. 
. ·~ 
. I 
' 
of the attribut·es that' endeared her ·then to Keats and today 
----· ---·--e-o-----··t·n:e··--·-entire· ·-1-r·terary-·--woricr,~--- How ccrul-d this impress~on of 
t ; 
,· 
her exist; what. changed the picture so suddenly? l1ro Murry· 
explains the answers to these questions best himSe1t1 • 
uKeats and Shakes12eare was written in 1924, and published in 
.. · } 
1925. On the evidence then available, which was almost wholly 
confined to Keats's own letters, the portrait I drew of Fanny 
I . 
Brawne was not unreas-onable. Certainly I might, even then, 
without actually forcing the evidence have taken a more 
favou~able view of her. But.nothing in the then existing 
evidence compelled me --to do so; and, taking the evidence at 
its face value, as I did in 1924, it seems to me that my ~ 
portrait of Fanny Brawne was not an unfair one. Nor c11d 1 t 
... ,. ____________ - occur to· any critic at that time -that 1t was.~ .. 
-·····--····--- -·- ..... --···--·"······--··-·~~--- .. ---·. --·-. ·- . .,._ ... 
. ~ ----- -········ - ·vr-e----·ntfti'i:ie" the use ·· o:r Hat that t"ime It in . Mr •. Miirry~,--ij·-.-----~---
explanati on and we comment tha·t this phrase seems to explain 
t:b.e situation and e_xplain the error. However, far more im-
portant. is the fact that this 11 ttle phrase at once- indicates 
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progressed 1·11 a few short years. Times have ·changed and 
with the changing times comes new evidence brought to light 
betweenithe publication of the two books in question. :Mr. 
Murry goes on to discuss the new evidenceo 98But a portrait·· 
that seemed just in 1925, became demon~trably unjust in 1936. 
-·-
- ..... ,. - : .. ' . - . : -. :;:.: 
--·-------
' 
· For in that year was published the· series of FanD;y Brawne'8 j 
~ 
,'. 
letters to Fanny Keats, which had previously been unknown." I 
0, ~ 
Mr. Murry does not mention it by name, but, of course, he is 
re~erring to The Letters of Fann.x ~*=~'W!le !2. .~~nnz Keats· 
edi~ed by Fred Edgc~be. This invaluable little work has 
1.ndeed changed the "Victorian'' view of Fanny Brawne and brought. 
her out into the world of light where she truly belongs • 
. --:·:---~-- Murry .g.oes on: "In any case my boo~,_was wri_tt~:n~ 
and the proof's corrected, before even these fragmentary and 
mysterious excerpts __ from Fanny Braime 8 s letters had appeared. 
J 
When I wrote it not a single letter of Fanny Brawne 1 s was 
known to be in existence, and practically the whole of the 
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trustworthy evidence for forming an estimate of her character 
was contained in the writings of Keats himself, and; in par-
ticular - for this most deeply influenced me agai11-st her -
. ' <,,·,f·~f' 
in the unbearably painful letters he wrote to her in the 
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his own ·mistake and his n_ow recent effort to correct a_ f'als·e 
< 
~ imp1~ess1on that he, as well as most other scholars o_f the 
.,. 
time, le!t in the minds of casual readers and younger Keats 
scholars alike. "Had I-_ looked more ·care-fully I should have 
found in the evidence of Keats himself, good reason for 
mistrusting the picture of Fanny which he gave in .his tor-
mented letters, and I should have been able with a good 
conscience to give her the benefit of every doub-t. iI did- not, 
and I am sorry. In. this book I try to make amends." 
This is not the place to discuss the· book itself. at 
length, or the ... amends that l~r. ]tlurry makes, but the point 
that should be raised here is that he does make amends both 
sufficiently and properly to correct the mis-impression 
,created years ···earlier. ,:rhis correction is vital. It brings .. . . . ;, -
to light the true ,Fanny Bra'Wll:e as well as setting forth the 
value of her letters and their importance in the over-all 
picture of Keatsian scholarship. Congratulations were cer-
! 
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error and his dedication in setting the record straight. 
In the pages that follow we shall see the real Fanny 
Brawne as she has been revealed in the.light of more recent__ 
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play_a vital role in our d1scussio~ of the effect of this' 
certain Miss :Brawne upon.John Keats's 1ite, iove, and poetry_ 
as well-as her own reputation to- the present time. 
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·-Chapter I 
~ On Saturday, August 9, 1800, Samuel Brawne's first 
child was born on the .Brawne farm in the hamlet of West End • 
By her father's decision, this g·irl was called Frances after 
~4-~er mother. 
, . 
Fanny Brawne entered the world as a member of"a dis- . ~. 
•1 ~ .... -
tinguished_ family, as a brief check of her father's family 
tr~e will provel. Her mother was born Frances R1cketts2,. 
-
. 
whose.family had been administrators of some distinction in. 
the West Indies a·t the end .of the eighteenth century. On 
November 1, 1800 Fanny was christened in Hampstead. By early 
1807 the Brawne .family had moved. to Hampstead even though 
Sainuel still held property in West End. However, at the age 
of thirty-five, in the middle of April, 1810, Samuel Brawne 
was dead of tuberculosis. How strange that the father of· 
.John Keats I s future sweetheart· should die of the same disease 
that tfas later to take.him.~ It is not stra'hge, perhaps, 
,• -•••••••-' •••-- >••~·••• -'"·-·-.-.. -••, •-..-.• .•_ '.•· .. :':,. ••.,•-••\ •>•u•-•••••""'""""'""•••••••••••• •••-• ·- ••• •• • •• ·•- • ••••• - - ••-• - • •• ••·• ,,,-·,·-· ••• • ·-•• •••• • '" .,,,~,.,.,,, -•••••-•· ••••••• •• ,••,• ••••••-••••·•-•••••·-••••••-·-··•-'-••-·-·•- --••••- •·•·- • •'~•-•·•-·••••·-~••"••·•••--.•-•,•·•- ·,••-• -· -•"'• 1-··•--•••o••-··- .. •'v•• "••••'•·"-•·• _, •• ,., ... ,,-,,-,..'"•••-•-••• ... , ... ,._,,~•••••••••• ••••·•-·""·•--•·-••-••·-.,--, -··••• --•-··-•••·--·-••----·-·' --•-·••--•·--•· ·----•·••·-------•-· ... -•-•-------·-••-
when one considers the prevalence of tuberculosis in England 
(indeed, the world) at that time and especially not strange 
when one considers that this disease took John's brother, 
Tom, as well as Mrs~ Brawne•s sister, Lucy3. In fact, young 
......-..,..-~.~-~-·---·------~·-· y" .. · · • ~ .... -- · ,_ ···.·,u · · ·-·~-.. -·•--··-...,...,,_,,._ ... ,~ ·--·-~h.,_._.,,....., • ....,...,.,.,~ow~--~""'-'•·-'-" --···--··-··• -·---·-·"·-· --- •• ·•····· •···· --·-· 
, 1. Joanna Richardson, Fanny .Brawne (Norwich, ,~1952)-, P• ·-2·. -.· 
.. 
- ........ ·-. -- ----- ··-······ .... ----···------- .,---·----------.~---- ..... --- ... _ --~------------·----·-·---------··-- -·- --- . - .. --·--· - ----·-··-·- --- ------ ·- ·-" ----···----··-·----· ··-··--··--- ·--------·--·--·-.... -. - ......... -- --------·-·· . ·---· -··· - . ·-·--·--- ··-----.' ---··· 
-------,-=---~-~-'--- --- ~ 
-·-2--. --·Ibid-.--·,-----p-. - }.----.. ____ ,, _____________ - --· -·----· -·-
3. Ibid., p. 7. 
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Samuel Brawne, Fanny's brother, was already afflicted with 
··-
the diseasel. 
Theret~ore1. at thirty-nine, Mrs. Brawne was left a 
• • .,,.,._ .• • 
•'"••·•'"··•• •-•••••--•··• o• "• •••••·"'-'• •-••••-••.•'T'"'-~---•·•• '•" ' 
-widow w1 th three children, the oldest of which, Fanny, was 
not yet pten. This, certainly, was anything but a rosy glass C\ 
through which to view the future. However,. in April, 1816, (~·) 
John Ricketts, Fanny's uncle, died leaving ~estate to each 
ot his three sisters plus a trust fund for the three Brawne 
children. For this reason, from the spring of 1816 on the 
... 
-
·-----~- .-- 'future O:f the Br~Wll8S I 1-C>Ok~d more rosy. And so it was that 
in 1818 they took Charles Brown's half of Wentworth Place 
in Hampstead for the summer2. 
When the Brawnes arrived in in 1818 road work 
was being completed on Downshire Hill at the top of the lane, 
and, where the two roads meet, St. John's Chapel was being 
~ - erected. Hampstead was increasing in popularity, and the 
-- - . - - . --~------ ·---- - 1: 
society therein was varied -and attractive, especially for a 
--
~--------------··---------·-----·-·c-·-:--~--~---------~---------···g1·r1 ·-·n·clt ____ ye·t ·- e .. 1.ghtefeif"'wlio ·-wa·s--also -- a ttr_a_c ti ve. --- As a result, 
Fanny almost at once moved into -the society. It was not 
long before the Brawnes had become the closest .friends with 
__ · the Dilke-s who occupied the other half of Wentworth Place. 
___________ ,, ___ _ 
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2. Brown, a bachelor, was in the habit of renting his 
side of the house tor the summer. 
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• 
growing and lasting friendship based on the fact that they 
found many interests in common •. The Brawn.es had never lost 
r their affection for Hampstead from t~eir previous visit, and-· 
. 
•. 
---·- -- - --
--------·----·-.-- .. ----
· · llOW, by new and -gr-owing fr1ends};.l.1ps, their affection lia.d become 
even greater and more enduring. 
• 
,?'·· Fanny first met John Keats at the Dilke hom~ in late 
August or early September 1818,, shortly after his return from 
a wal.kin~ trip in Scotland because of his ill health. _As 
Fanny. Brawne ~ote to Fanny Keats on September 18 9 18201: tt ••• 
.. 
----- ·-· 
.. ------------------~ . 
-I have known your brother for two years - am a great friend of 
Mrs. Dilke,." Add~ to this the fact that Dilke himself commented 
· years later that K~ats was there ''every day 11 after his return 
• from his walking trip and one can readily see that, with the 
close association long existing between Keats and the Dilk~s, 
· and with the intimacy of the two halves of Wentworth Place, 
Keats mus~ have seen and met Fanny, in fact the whole Brawne 
family, late in August or early in September 1818. 
----···· ···---- ··-- -------------· __ .,- . ------- --·--·- - --- .:Love -and _m-arriage -seem---to ·b·e· ·ver·y· ··much 1-:r1· t-ire······mrn:a··-··of . --- ·- -· -·~---- __ ....,_ ---- -~--------~--
' young John Keats by early autumn 1818. _ Wi tnes·s his letter to 
Reynolds on September 22 of that year congratulating him, 
- .,.... ~ -- . ~::···. -- - - for the second time, on his coming marriage2. "Indeed I am, 
0 
grie,ved on your account that I am not at the same t1me happy _ , -·-··,.·«r ... ,,,, ~, ... -~~~..'.~~~~--..-..,..-=-· ~-~ _ ...... ~ ....... ,._.~ .... ~,,,...,,O -~ ,.~, .. ...,,c,..,.._.,u_. ..,,.,&cu.,,'"""·"";._,""""~''"" •• ,~.-~v.·~,~-'-•-"''"-'""~,., ... , •. ,"•''_.,_,~ .. ,,.-,,r.,,,.,,,.,,,, .. .,_..,,,~,:,,.,,r,c<,•'~.,: ... ·,~••••·,:c,·,.,, •• , ... ,,_,,.,;:..,-•.,,,.•<•·J0!.,.,_,_,,,1:,,:.s_-,,.,I -.-,.-,•,T,"-"<.><>•,,;,;c,•.:;.•.:r.,.\,,.-.,;,·.;l.l!.J\O\"•rn!li.1Wio:'.>"'-'';""'···~"u""·"'""•''-"·~··"·''M-•>·-'r•·~,c·.'"·'-"'''""••••-"•'r.',:',:'~''·""·'·'''-"~'-''"X.o•"'"'"'""'""'';;1,o<~"-•····'"-"·'•"'''"""'"'""'''-''""""•''''"''"''-'""'"n'-"-'""""·'-"''"'"'"'--'''"•'·'~''-"·\.'·,Af;,O/N~.}lt."''"'u].•·,.~,.~••'·'""'-'--"'=•_~••=-•M·"•""____ • 
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. l.. Fred Edgcumbe· (ed.)' Le.-teters of FannY. Brawns ~-Fonny Keats { l.Te:T.T Va~k 1937··1·· ·····p'·····"·'·•····*'"·······-·--··-----···············-···---·-· ·-·--,-----,...-----------·--·· a-~-- - - - - · ·•··· :.LI ·H · ·.;1;; 0& -· ,~,,- - --- -· - --- . - I , e J • 
2. J. Buxton Forman (edo), The Letters .e! John Keats, 
-. (London, 1952), pp. 216-217. 
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but I conjure you to think of nothing but pleasure 'Gather: 
the rose etc.' -.Gorge the.house of life. I pity you as,.much 
. 
/ 
.... -that 1 t cannot last forev.er,. as I do myself now drinking 
, •• ·-··- ..•• ,.. ; '<"-· __ , .•• .............. ··-······· .• ., •.•. , __________ ·-- . .. .. . • ·---. •. . • . • • .. --,- • • . . ...... . 
·, 
bitters. Give yourself up to it - you cannot help it - and 
I have a consolation in thinking so •. I never was in love -
yet the voice and the shape of a Woman has haunted me these 
two days ••• There is an awful warmth about my heart 1-ike ·a 
-,load of Immor_tali ty·. Foor Tom - that woman - and Poetry 
were ringing changes in my senses." 
One would be in no way stre·tching his imagination· or the 
facts if h~ were to conclude that the voice,~the shape, the 
t 
warmth, and the woman were indee·d Fanny Brawne, · the girl whom 
he had so recent~met at Wentworth Place. 
,. ~/~ 
Mrs.,Dilke had, of course, described Keats to the 
Brawn.es prior to their meeting so that Fanny at once 
recognized his somewhat unoonventi~nal appearance. She_was 
attracted to him, it seems, almost at once and took delight 
---------- - :rr··---.,-.-,----------------------··1ii 1tls ·niirid ~------his·· coriviirsatioii";··-·ana· li1·s·-··hunicir·~---,-~-I"ii--·additicin········,-
. to his immediate capture by Fanny's beauty (at least to him) 
c., 
Keats was also ·attract.ad to Mrs. Brawne as a woman who seemed'? 
_.,., .. , .. , ... "'':"-·-ec,•·=~--=~·---- .. ---·-·-····t·o···t111 his long felt neecl of a mot~er .. s care.and atterition1 • 
- \ 
.. ---·-·-·-·--- ..... _.,_,,, ...................... -·-··---'>·_., .. _._ :_~· : • ·. -
She returned this attention and readily began to invite him-
to the BraWile home. Keats's 1inniediate, and, indeed, continued 
- i~te·rest··-1n··-·-r-anny·--seemea:··--·to······s'tem--·yr·om··---a---···physica.I----·attraction-.---·-- .- _-------·---· 1 
1. Keats's mo,ther had died in 1810 of tuberculosis. 
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In a letter to his brother ·George 1 and George's wife. Georgiana 
in late December,· 1818, Keats described Fanny's every featurel. 
"••'eShall I give you P.iiss Brawne? .She. is.·about my height -
--·· ·a ·· with a fine style ·ot countenance of the lengthen' d sort -
she wants sentiment in e~pry feature - she manages to make· 
her hair look well - her nostrils are fine - though .. a 11.ttle .. 
painful - her mouth is bad and good - her Profile is better 
··th.an her full-face which indeed is not full but pale and thin 
without showing any bone. Her shape ls very gracefu1 and so 
-··-------- -·are ·h·ermovements··-~ -her Arms··are····g-_ooa;·-her liaiicls· ba<f-ish -
her .feet tolerable - she is not seventeen2 ,..··· but she is 
ignorant - mons~rous in her behaviour, flying out in all 
directions, calling people such names - that I was forced 
,. lately to make use of the term Minx - this is I think not 
from any innate vice but from a penchant she has for acting 
s)ylishly • I am however tired of such style and sha11 decline 
.,. ~ any more of 1 t •.•. " 
-no one. It had been written around Christmas time and the·· 
(mutual?) aff'ect1o~ had already ripened into love. Keats 
s 
felt a burning passion for Fanny; her beauty became his s1·ng1e··---
thought and concern. She recoiled from this singleness of 
----··--·-·-- - -· 
thought· ·in h""er · lover· .. s · ~ind. ~d Ao.tten · begged' him_ to p1ace _- -~ · 
. - ·- - '..--. --:-·.:-:::. -- ----
i 
I [ 
! 
! . 
! 
I 
---- ______ ___: -·--·-w•·---~----- __ ,_..:_ __ , _____ _.;___;__ __ -t-_ 
1. Clarence Thorpe (ed.), John Keats: Com~lete Poems 
and Selected Letters, (New York, 1935), p. 590. 
2. Keats erred here. Fanny had already passed her 
eighteenth birthday. 
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less emphasis upon her. physical being. He wrote to her: 
0: f 
. 
- f 
.... 
•. •//fd,il ·., .•. , .. ·,. ...... ·.1,.-----······,- .. o·c'"·-'f' 
''Why may I not speak· of your Beauty, since without 1 t I could . " f 
never have loved you. I cannot· conceive any·beginning of such 
love as I have for·- you but -Beauty. There may be a sort of love 
for which, without the least sneer at it, I have the highest 
respect and ,can admire 1 t in others: but 1 t has ~ot . the bloom, 
the full form, the enchantment. of love after my otm heart. "1 · 
Since mid-December Keats had been living with Brown at 
Wentworth Place. He intended to follow Brown to Chichester 
tf-' 
,. for Christmas, but his recurrent sore throat led him to 
aaandon the journey, and, as a result, Mrs. Brawn.e invited 
him to spend Christmas day at Elm Cottage, where the Brawnes_ 
were now liv:lng for the winter. Friday, December 25, 1818, 
was, according to Fanny "the-happiest day I had e,ver then 
spentou2 Many people have interpreted this remark ·of Fanny's 
·f. 
in her letter to Fanny K~ats to 1nd1c~te that she and Keats 
were engaged on this 11happ1est day. u No one doubts· her word 
i 
.. .. •-'''. .! .. -. 
..... .- __ ... --·-····-------·-- . ---··'------------------------------
·- ··-· - .......... ,--·--·-·- ... --- ............ -~-- ..... --··· .... ·- .. ·-·--·· ...... . . ·--- -·-- ..... -·-·· -·-··· .!'. ----···--···'" ........ . -----------···--· .. ··-·--··-··--·---·-··----~---- ·-···· ·-·-·----- ----·--·-·------··'""'' ·-·-- ___ .,._,,. ..... ·----···· ···-···--- --· ..•. ... . 
-v 
---- .... ·. -·, -,•- - --·-······ 
~ .... -,- -
that it was such a happy day, but it is more logical to 
conclude that the happiness sprang from some mutual assertion 
of love and devotion rather than an actual engagement. Whereas 
the 1nte:rpretat1on of Fanny's "happiest day" as meaning an 
engagement is merely an interpretation and not a fact, we. 
··r ,. ti..,, "' .. ·•, ·-,;· .,. .- --- . ~ - . .. --·r --.......;·-----,,. -"t 
- --·-
- -
----------~~~~-A~-----~------------------~-;-~-~~~~-~ -~-~~:~~~:~~~=-=-~~=~~=~=--==~-~-= ---------_-----·:----~-----_-- ----- -~--- ~---- ~-~--~-------- -~ 
) 
2. Fred Edgcumbe (ed.), Letters of Fanny Brawne to Fanny 
Keats (New York, 1937), pp. 54-55, letter of Deoembe·r 13, 1821. 
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have ·as a tact Janny 1 s letter Of 'May 23, 1821, to Fanny Keats1 •· · 
C ' . . . . 
., .... ~. -~~~~,-::--·=-~ ·11 .;. So on after, · your b:r_:otb:ei- tom died . [pe cenrber 1 ~ 1e 1fil , ···· · '1q····· dear·· ·'·""";.,,_. ··· 
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John wrote to him @eorge Keat!) offeriii.g him any assistance ·. 
or money in his power. At ·that time he was not engaged to me 
and having just lost one brother felt all his affection turned 
. to~rds the o.ne that remaine·d. e •• " . As~- we can s.ae from Fanny 
Brawne's .. own statement in the letter, they were not engaged 
shortly after Tom's de~th. Now, we can,Jtake "shortly" all the 
way up to January 3, 1819. ~'Keats began a journal letter to his 
brother George on December 16, 1818, the,,· letter in 1t1hioh he 
tells of Tom 0 s death and Fanny Brawne's description, and which. 
,. " 
ends on January 3, 1819. There is no indication of betrothal~ 
in the letter whatsoever. Therefore, taking Fanny's statement 
, and Keats's· 1ack of statement, we can see that they were engaged. 
sometime afte.r. January 3, 1819. When George Keats returned 
to Englai~nd to collect money in January, 1820 9 they were engaged2• 
Therefo~e 9 the engagement took place sometime in 1819, most 
probably in October 1819, for reasons which we shall discuss 
later. 
The affair, however, had its darker side. Keats had 
little if anything to offer a girl such as Fanny. Forgetting 
\ 
his diminutive size and his perhaps unmanly appearance, as 
,,]:. . . . . ,,.. . . . .. " ' . .;, .. . . . .. _ ,• . . - •, . . . - . . . . ' 
'"-1----. ····-···-···-·· ---···------. __ · --------------·--·. Fanny lllost ... c.erta.inly. did, we arrive at ·the serious problem of 
~-' 
i 
~---------------···-
1. Fred Edgoumbe (ed.), Lettez:.§ of Fannz Brawne !.2 Fanpy 
Keats (New York, 1937), p. 33. 
2~ J. Middleton Murry, ~he M_ystery .2I, Keats (London, 
1949), p. 28. . 
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Keats's position in life. -What advantages·· could. or ·would be 
,~, .. ,~,.~,~~ -.,.---==,.,,.c~gi1ne·cr · f o;·, FS:riny bi ·their .. Uni O Jl? . . . The . a.n~we;·:. of ~ Ou;~~ , .. i ~- .. . ... " ...~.,~.:~-"'-~"-· i 
··, ~- ·~-· 
~--
4· 
~JY 
none. , Here 11,s ~_young m~n ·with 11 ttle or no money w~o. had 
-
left the safe and perhaps ~ven lu~rative .practic·e of medi~--ine 
to -·devote his life to poetry. Here was a young man frequently 
111 who came from a family with a history of illness. Here 
') . 
was a young man who could ··not yet use his brother's estate 
and who could not live on his own. As a· result, Mrs. Brawne 
-decided, w1se~y,. we believe, to let time run its course and 
··neither sanction nor try to prevent this currently blooming 
.. love affair. .After all, wasn't her daughter but .eighteen? · 
~, .. ~•• • ·-•••• ,..- .,:, .. ._ • •-'·•"• L "-·-• • 
. 
. 
Couldn't all this be mere infatuation?· Therefore, unless ~he 
low fortunes of Keats began to s~ow some real promise, or, if 
1 things remained as they had_ been and he waited for three years, 
the affair was not to reach its culmination. 
On January 1, 1819 Keats was again at -~-lm.. Oott_age· •. He .. . .. i~ 
. .. . 
. . - .. \ 
wrote to Geo~~e concerning the _p~rty held there;_· he described .. 
it as uneventful; he made no mention of betrothal; but he did 
include a little rondeau he had written earlier. 
O the Ravishment - the Bliss! 
Fancy has her there she is -
'• .... 
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.. Never fulsome ever ne11 
--------------~--"~",~-·-:;'--~--~-- ---~- --~----T11ere · -··she · stePs1--and-teir ···me-w110 -----• ---------~---ua,~-----· ... -----~--- ---~-OH-·---.-- .. ---·-·---·- - • . ,' 
Has a Mistress so divine? 
. - di .1 .. . .. . . ... 
-···· ............. ·-·-··-··- . . . -··------·----·~--~ . ......,.-- .. ·---- ... - . ·- ... . .. ··-· ·-··-- ... ,_ ........ . 
-Fannyhad indeed. become the mistress of John Keats's 
' 
__. .. ~----··---- ·--
t.... -- - ' -- , --- ~ ----- - ---· ·- •• - - -, --··----~--··-····--···-··-~--------··-·---·'--···--~--··~-·-·----------···---·--
heart and the guiding light of his life. 
_..;._ 
................ -IM:..t .. RM.US&ih a a &!SUJ£JiiJHIIM!RUSLl!S:: a - - _( SU._ ... a 
' •• -·-- -,· .. - ... ~~, .............. ,n..-..,~";>,m .. '.•·-··---·~1,,.,, .... ~ .... .,,,~--, .. ,,.. .. ;., _.., ... ,-- .. --·· ... , '··--·· ... . n , .~ 
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Chapter II 
. 
. j 
. Readers and critics alike have never ceased· to be amazed J 
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by the suddeJ?, productivity· of Keat~ beginnillg in January~ 1819., -
w1 th The Eve 91: St o Agnes. Following upon this we find La 
. -
Belle Dame Sans Merci 0 the Ode~~ a N1gbtingale 9 the Ode on a ~ - - 6 ,- .. · - ... Ci"·-· I • 
_._ -
Greci~n Urnp the Ode to atche, the Ode~ Melancholy, and the 
Ode on I~dolence ~ Why t-his sudden burst of creative pow.er after 
a seeming vacancy of inspiration? The answer, it seems can be 
none other than the love, now reciprocated, for Fanny Brawne. 
The Eve £1. St. Agnes was the first poem in which Keats 
was inspired by his 'love for Fanny Brawneo During the latter 
part of December 1818 9 he was with her at least some part of 
every day and ·the mutual affection was rapidly ripening into 
love. If, as· Finney believesl, The Eve c;,! Sto Agnes. was a 
. 
/ 
ti 
spontaneous expression of genius, then vJe surely have .;;Fanny Brawne 
~ to . thank. for_ the . spontaneity.• - Certainly--h~s love for· her deter- " · 
_______ -----···----------- mined b.oth the form and the -content of i'he Eve ,2! St o Agne~. 
The comp·osi tion of thi·s poem is in the sensuous, romantic style 
of Spenser 0 s Faerie Que~~~ instead of· in the Grecian style of 
~., 
. 
Milton's Paradise Lost used in Hyperion2• The Eve .2l., St. Agnes 
~ 
;i 
j 
! 
' t 
1 
l 
! 
··-····-·· -.. ·-·-- -----. --· - .... ......... :.-... · . ·-·- - -- ... -- . 
has all the romantic spir1 t the se·nsuous imag~erv - and -the su-btl.e----·--·----------··_· ' c:19 . - ' : 
' i
- - - -----··---"""·----····--··-----------.. -·. ···-·····---··---.. --·- -·--··-----··-.. -,- ------· ... -. ____ _., .................... ·---···----·-------·--------------- .......................................... _. ........ ___ _. ......... _ ........................... --·----- ..... ------·-··----·---·---- -.... ----·------ ....... -··-- ··---·--·-----···-----··-·-··--- .. __ ' 1·-----:---··--·-.. ----·----c··-.·-----··--··-·-···-1·nt·r·1·ca te stanza of Spenser s. Faerie Queene, ~1,l t. ~n.dou b~~,4ly. .. . . ... ..... 
·t . -.. .. - . .. ... ---~ ... . . . ' - . - . .. " . . . . . - . ~ ' 
--- --~ -. - -------- --- ------- ------- ·- -I 
- - .. -- - . 
.. ···--- - .... ,-... ·-·-- -- - ------ ---1 i. 
-· 
i 
·1 ··----···--·--------~.~-· - ~-----~·------~,------··--··-----1-.·- Glaude L.,·-Finney, The ·Evoluti-on of 1ce·at··s 1 s·· Poetry -- · - - fl 
-
· (Cambridge, Mass., 1936), II, p .• 540. 
2. Ibid., p. 547. 
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its most striking element 1s'1ts intensity of sensuous 1~ager7. 
else but Fanny Brawne co~ld have 1ed·him into this sensuous 
temperament and sensuous enjoyment of life·?··· Brief though ·this · 
joy and passion may h~ire been for t.h1s man already dying, tho 
;rear 1819 was· certainly the pe.r1od of . supreme · sensuousness in 
his poetry and supreme brilliance in his style. However, even 
in the midst of this joy a~d lfye, 1Keats expressed his belief 
that happiness-is but a transient moment in a world of.un~ 
happiness. Therefore, fhe Eve ,2.!_ St. Agnes is a grim intre-
pretation of love as well as a sensuous romancel. The romance 
begins on a note of bitter cold •. 
St. Agnes' Eve - Ah bitter chill it wasl Th@ owl, !or all his feathers was a-cold; 
· The hare limp' d trembling through the frozen And silent was the flo,ck in wooly .told: ---
•· 
grass, 
~:, 
.·' 
... 
The very description of the beadsman in.eludes coldness,- age~·,··-----------·---·, 
·and even death. Even in ·the· firs_t · flush of love_, 1 t .. ~-~-~11-l_S., __________ ~~-----~--j 
Keats had doubts about its outcome and durability. 
· We may, with some degree of sure-ty, even supposer that the 
Ode lE, Fa.Bal was written about this t1me2• We know that Keats 
was forced to remain inside because of his throat; certainly 
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:--------~-----·-·-··--···---·-·-.. --·-··-~--~-: .. ~:~--~-=-:~--~-~~---:-~- -----1. ·-·· 01-attde·· L.- Finney, ···· The EVolution of lteats.'s Poetry~-( Cam bridge, Mass., 1936), II, p~'- 550. 
, .. ,._ .. ~---,,·~····"·----~ 
2. Am:r Lowell, John Keats, (Cambridge, Mass., 1925), II, p. 149. 
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,Appare·ntly Fanny was going out to a dance. Kea ts wr1 tes 
. • ~. ,• ./JI.. t""' • " d t· ,, . ·t· . . ...... ,· .. -•,-·_···•. _.,..·,.: ·,. :• ·,.··_ ·. : ..... : ,·,,,- :c ,, .•• , .•.• .',c, ,· _ .. ,.-.··..;•··· -.·" ,.• .. •,·,•.•. -·-•~··• .,· • ... ,, .. _._, ·•··,···· -··.~·v. , .. _,.,·" .,·oc·.,-~,.,,.,,,-.:,°'=<:""="-'"''"·"""'.'"'.'-":"'.~7·~'.~"-'=·".'.":'~'~'t'~':'°'..s'''''·· :c;,tt:~2 •• ~>>•>""-',,.:.."'.,....,._ .... _;;-,,,....,_.,.,,.a,_.mP,l...-,;,,1!;.;-·~14r: .. ·uer· ····-o· .,,,,,· ,,••··• .-, ..•.. , .• , ..... , . 0 < .. •-no . ·'i' . 'urn. .. . . . . . . . - , . . ",> • . • . • . 
. 
· The oiirrent of ·your heart from :me so_ soon. 11 
.. 
. ,· .. ··-······~---··-···----- _·-· - ___ :... ; 
.. ·--·~-- - ·- ·-·· -· .' ... - ---····• ...... . 
. -
-- --------.. - ----- -- - . -
----~-~.•- ----·~ .,-.- __ ._. ,-, ___ -.--..... -- .. · -- -- .---, . ·--
He then make.s h1s plea: H ••• keep me free· · 
·From tort·uring jealousy." . 
If, as we believe, the· 1ove between the two had been confessed· 
and expressed on Chri._stmas da.1, then this ode ·was written in 
late December 1818, or early January 1819. The influence of 
his love and concern for it are clearly evident. 
St. Agnes eve occurs ·on January 20, ~ which,· 1 t so happened, ~ 
. 
was about the date on which Ke.ats left for· Chichester. It 
seems quite reasonable, then, ~hat as he was about to say 
good-by to Fanny for a while, the legend .of a maid dreaming 
of her future husband might enter his mind. This legend might 
well have been forgotten by the world had it not been for 
Keats and his use of it. Today it and the eve itself remain 
for all and undoubtedly will never be forgotten. 
- -···---·----.- --·-····-·-·~- -·· ·- .. ~ ...... _ .. -~----·--~"-··· •....• , .... _., ..... : . ' ·-
Po r phyr o Is love for Madeline certainly seems to be Ke~ts's 
-
-
· · 1:dea1ized version oJf his own love for Fannyo Madeline "trembling 
in her soft and chilly nest" is indeed the goddess who has now 
taken a home in his mind and heart: - ·that goddess, of course, · 
. is his Fanny. · · 
___ __:_" ..•. _.:_:_ .. - .: --- .. : . . . . . 
_. ----. c- --------~~- Febrt_ta~y _____ ~!~~~ -~~-~---~~_ck ~~ _We:o.tw,orth Plac_e now suffering 
· · --·-'·-- ------- ·from his ·reourr1·~----~:~Q __ t d1f:t1oul·t1es. ·. ·In fact,· his tliroat was ~-~.___,..-· · - ,,,.,.., _.u,,,_,.,,.~ .. __ .,,.,.,.,...,..~,-,-n..,..,.,,•~-----. ..,...,_-c--c-"-----,- • ~ r . . ----·-· 
_ 
_ 
_ 
. -- i" 
' l 
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--------T-
•-·--D-8W•-- ··S-0·· •bad· --t·hat he· -was ·. forced- ·to remain· ind·oor·s-~- ---- ·Fanny· -- ·visited ______ ···----------"·-------·\ . 
1 
---·-··-----·-·----~-. -
him; in so doing she occasionally met his friends. She met 
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Seyern, but he·, calling her "a cold and conventioll&l mistress "1 
~r. ' ~ 
• 
Rome he found a p1~ture of which he wrote: "There is a beautiful 
portrait ·of ·M1·ss -J3rawne · by Titian in the 'sacred and profane 
Love' ••• this figure always delighted me ••• ~12 
It was only natural that Fanny should be admired by and 
popular with the young men of the society of the area. She 
received many invitations and often attended dances and parties 
w1 th army officers. Keats was 1·11, far too 111 ever to go ,,out, 
i !_ 
much less escort her to social gathe,r1ngs. Out .she went, 
. 
. 
however, and Keats remained home to bro,od upon her and his love 
tor her. Jeal~usy and a~uish burned within him a.s hot a-~ the 
illness that was slowly consuming himo In the early spring of 
1819 he put~at least some of his.feelings upon the subject into 
.. 
''••' . < -• . .-. _,_ ....... ,., -, . .,)_'. ··~-· ,.- . .-··' ~- ··-'"'-·---- ....... _____ ._,., _____ , __ 
. ·····-··---, .... -~---------7 -.. _ ___:.,L __ , .-~-- ··-"""·----·. -_ - ,-
1. Joanna Richardson, Fanny Brawne, (Norwich, 1952), p. 31._ 
2. Ibid., 
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Lost 1n soft· amaze,, 
. I· g~ze, I gazel 
l,' - n 
I f . 
I 
. ! 
'Who now, with greedy looks, eats up '!llY feasts? · · · I 
What stare outfaces n0Tt1 my silver moon? [ 
.. Ahl keep that hand ~nravish 8 d at the le.ast; L~ 
, Let9 let 9 the amorous. burner= 
Butv pr 0yt4ee 9 do not turn 
The current of your heart from me so soon. 
01 savev in char;Lty, 
The quickest pulse for me. 
Save" 1 t· for me 9 srireet love 8 
Voluptuous visions into the 
Though. swimming through the 
though mu~ic. breathe 
"t1arm air, 
darice's dangerous-wreath; 
· Be like an April day9 
Smiling and cold and gay, 
A temperate lily, temperate as 
Then 9 · Heaven g there 111ll be 
A warmer June fo~: _me o 
,.. 
fair; 
.Why, thi~==>you O 11. say, my Fanny I is not true: 
· Put your soft hand upon your sno~ side, 
Where the heart beatsg c.onfess-'tis nothing new-
Must not a itoman be 
A feather on the sea, 
S~y'd to and fro by every wind and tide? 
Of as uncertain speed 
As blow-ball from the mead? 
: I know it--and to know it is despair 
' :i'. 
' 
' 
' j 
- .2. ... -
., 
' 
' ! 
,.: .... -.C---·--··-······""'''''''···'···-.. ··-C-••• :;c ... :·.:_, ___ ,, _____ ; .. ; .. c .. , ...... ~ .............. T.o .... . one .. who loves ..... you ... as- I ·-lOV·8~·-···SW'eet····Famly1···· .. . 
Whose heart goes flutteri~g for you every where, 
1 
. .... ---···· ~--···- ·-----..• _,,, __ : .• ..:_.,.•.: •• _,:_,,'.1i.,. .. _ .......... -···-- ----- ·---··-··---~---
. •· ., ~ ·-
~ Nor, ,rhen away you roams, . . .. 
Dare keep its wretched home, 
--- --------·------------- ____ .. __ Love, love alone!) his pains severe and many: i 
l When loneliest keep me free, 1 
. . ·····- ---·- --· - --·- -- - "·--·-···-~··-···~- ........ ·' ~· -·····- .. ---·-···-·· ·---····- ---. 
. Ahl 
The 
..... - ~-:··_:Lit 
From torturing jealousy. -J J 
1 1.f you prize my subdued soul above . j 
P<>Qr, . the fading,_ b.r:i.E3f .prid.e .a~_ an __ l:Lc,µr:; ~ .: .. --~~:.~· .. ···:-:·'. -=~~~-~~~;.c:'.~~~~~--~·r,::~·=·---~ ··: ·-·:--~-~-
l'l.one · profane · my H'bly See of love, ·· 1 · 
· Or with a rude hand break ~ 
The sacramental cake g , 
Let none eise tOti.ch the just new..;budded "flower; · ' _ · -····T 
-·--.-.·--.c ....... --- < ., ..... ~ ... --,- ... ·.--·----· .......... ·· -----··--------If not-may my eyes 9.lose, ~ 
·--------Lo-v-e-l-··---o-n---t-he-i·r .. ---1-ost----·r·e·p·o-se--.----------~------- ·---------· - ·-t 
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I not to be , beckoned into· the wintry air ( Stanza I), the 1Tintry l 
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air that would be so painful and damagi.ng to his burni~g throat 
~ 
and lungs. His love is the home of all his fears, hopes, joys·, 
and miseries (Stanza II), Such was Fanny to him; she was his. 
... hope and yet his fear, his joy and yet his misery, and especially, 
,. 
it seems,· on th-is night. The dual nature of her being to him 
was ever so present as _he sat in the cont'ines of.his room. The 
. g-reedy look ( Stanza III), came from some other man at the·· dance, 
but she must save her love for Keats when he will be up and 
about in "a warmer June" ( Stanza IV) • Ke a ts 1 s lo st .1:a love 
for her and. as a , .. result cannot control his jealousy at this 
time (Stanza VI), but if she really loves him, she will keep 
herself and her affectio~ only. for him (Stanza VII). 
On February 13, while probably still in poor physical . 
l)1 
- ..... - .. ··- ..... -.. - - ' .. - -- - ' - -· - ••• ·-· --~·------~- :: -- - - . '""'f ~ ~ 
·co!lditiOll, ·Keats began.his Eve~ S},o Markl. It is, as we 
· know, a fragment. Inc~mplete tho-qgh it ·may ·b.e, 1t· 1s -based 
upon an old legend that those who keep watch at a church door 
on April 25 _will see the ghosts ot all who are to die within a 
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footprints of the doomed upon them next morning2 e Perhaps if 
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1. Joanna Richardson, Fanny·Brawne, (Norwich, 1952), p.--33. 
2. Ibid. 
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...... --······- ·-. - . have. used t·he poem to show the_ ·fear that his love might not be·, < 
', l. . . 
. . . ' - l . \'. i"·······-·---,~~····:"-it\tlf;ii-led'e' Thisi, at··1east,·· wa§·the·· theo:ryc,f Di:rite R0Ss8ttl ~ ":···,···,"·! 
- . 
.. . 
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, · In March of the same year Keats wrote his sonnet ~! ,Di,a · 1 
I 
,l Laugh to-night? H8 wa:s moody and lifeless; certainly it mU.st j 
! 
l have been difficult for Fanny to unde:;rstand him. In April the · 1 
Dilkes moved to Londo17 .in the same month the .Brawnes moved into 
Wentii"orth Place again. Th1s time, of course, they moved into-
. ', 
'the n1·1ke half of the house. Naturally, · Keats and ·Fanny saw 
each other during the Spring, and Brown observed the lovers 
w1 th_ his usual interest and gaiety. The two· often walked ~.way 
'< 
from.the eyes of others, however, and sought the peace and 
.,.. ' -
.,.;, .. . . "" 
solitude of the nearby ·countryside2• · I 
In m1d-Ap.r11 Keats ·decided to move to Westminster. He 
I • 
. had come· .to realize that he could not concentrate on his poetry 
with Fanny ever so near. He had begun to fear _a poetic sterility 
because of her eonstant distraction. The move must have had 
' 
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its effect, for on April 21 in the midst of a letter to George 
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l 
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!· 
J r 
.. .. r and Georgiana J~~~ -t;e he wr.oteLa. ]e1le. Jlam.e San.s .M.er. .. 01 .• , ...... Per--hap-s-----·-····-·····-··-···---···········--······ .. 
- ....,.. __ ==== === ===--
in this poe~ could be heard the echo of his own servitude to love 
and his maid. At any rate, the servitude seemed to be tem-
.. ------------·-----:·--·-···~~----·-~,,.;-.. ----,.---·----I>Or~r1ly laid .. asi_de. -·-···· ~---~e..'.-:.ezu;.--O-f-_.-.;the. -mo1.1-th: .... 1n-.. h1~s -journal · .. _-______ -- . ··-···-'·•-""········ ·--·~--- .....•..... ~.. .., .. ,_ .• ,. ... --.... , •. ,,--1.:. _ .._-,,._ •...• -____ ... _ .............. ~ .. ·-·--···--- •. - • ' ..... ., 
letter to America there were six poems. This list included the .. 
. . . 
. . ·--:c·········-:···--c··-···-~----·-ccc::c-cc.-.-. C •••• ~- -~~-~~,Q_~~~- !2 $l~eg and ·_the_ first_,.of the se~ies of' great odes, 
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1. Brawne ( Norwich, 1952) , p. · 33. 
2 • Ibid • , p • 3 5. 
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In May he wrote the Ode 12 .! Nightingale and the Ode .2! !!_ . 
. : . , ,.· .. · .. _ :·.z·, ;: ·:· . .' .•. ' ,;~-:"!.,-='--;:.?': ,_-_.;.;.,, ... ~•-lr~-. ,_,·~·,.-•.:!o.,:..:,:.:,~l"-.;;i;"'t.0 ~'~i .. i'_;:,;:·~. t,,.,-,, .. ,,,,--~~-<'"-·:,,_""Gf'8Cl'i?rurn:' There is' ll.O':r8't8:ren~·e tO,'Fanni'i;";~y:·~t'the odes, 
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but th.ere is certainly the suggestion of passio~,· of beauty, 
. 
and of unchanging ·!love. One cannot help noting that these odes 
were all written within a very short peri--od-of time atter Fanny's 
arrival at Wentworth Place. Whether she·was with him when·he 
~ ~ . wrote the.odes we do not know; it is no~ important~ What is 
important is the fact that he wrote his great odes during the 
time when he was near to her, cou1d see her wheneve~ he wished, 
and ·was reasonably sure of her love for him. Her influenc~, 
then, although not -written as such in his poems, certainly was 
felt in every aspect of his life as John Keats- entered the 
finest weeks of his poetic life and reached -the he~ght of his 
poetic career. 
Sir Sidney Colvin has classified La Belle Dame Sans.Merci 
as a "masterpiece of romantic an_d tragic .symbolism on the • ••••·• ••• •• • • - • •• • 111 • ' • -, • •• ' • - • 
' -
~. wasting power ·or Love."1 This, it would seem, coincides with 
I )~ I 
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.. .,, ... ----·----·-· ,,··--···-···-··- ' ... 
----··········-
-··-··----~c.;; ___ ... :i;._ ... ---·-··----·-··the···opinion of Kenneth Muir that "on the surface Kea.ts Is pc>em 
0 
. 
is concerned with a knight's seduction by a witch or fairy; .but ·.· 
it clearly symbolizes the destructive effects of sexual passion."2 
wrote to Fanny Brawne on July 8, 1819, saying in part: 
. ,)ii "I never 
T; {' ;1~'. "7. 
-......................... -'··· -.... ,..kIJ.~W b·efore~, Wha.t such a love as you have. made me fee·r,~ ··wa·ifI -: ..... -s·--------1 
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1. Sidney CO.lvii1, John Keats (New Yor~, 1917), p. 350. · ?, :ft 
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· 2. Kenneth Muir, "Essays in Ori ticism, 11 IV {Jan. 1952), 435. · 
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") ( 
I did not beli·eve in 1 t; my Fancy was afraid of it, lest. it 
-"""".'"--~"":~--,,,~-tiGul.d,burD. me· up.•!l, ·fllhel'efore 9 .. says .. ~ettet:· .. ,:.'J41ft..is·"·~at!on,-~··-"'"'--"'c 
.... . 
/ 
and 1 ts po.etic crysta111.zation in the ballad in no v1ay in-
.. 
valida~es his love for Fanny, for of course he was de.eply ·1n 
love with he.r; it merely expresses those ltarring contr~dictions 
"l 
.we-hav·e alre_ady traced in his attitude_~"c; If his attitude 
";"(·' 
· were not already complex enough, let us consider for a moment . 
his w:ords in a letter to Fanny of July 25, "I have two luxuries 
to brood over in my walks, your Loveliness and the hour of my"' 
.. 
death. 0-that I could have possession of them both in the 
same minute. 11 3 
The vague doubts, shadows, and fears that had marginally 
.. 
-
crept into the Eve£!.! St. Agnes cannot be found in Keats's 
Ode 12. Psyche4 • For this reason and because of the general tone 
of the poem, Pettet.regards To Psyche as Keats's "epithalamion" 
to Fanny Brawne. If this is so, the poem seems to follow the 
j . 
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l pat\ern of the idyllic relationship· between Ke~ts ~nd Fanny 
1 
r 
' 
! 
,- - ... be-tween April and Jun-e that many writers have pictured bec.au.sE------. .. ·-····-
. . 
of .the two living in different parts of the same house. This, 
the~, is what we should expect. However, the four odes 
.. ---:c---·--·--.... - . ~ .. -----~ -- ~ . -~ -··· - - C 1. .. Mauri Ce Buxton Formin". ( e(l • ) , The Lett er s Of J ohn~~~Ke8t~s:=:~~--~--:.::c_~:::c:::.:~~ 
(London, 1952), p. 355. 
·- · -· · .-·· · 2. E. c. P"ettet, On t·he Poetry El. Keats· (Ca.i11bridge, Eng~T-~'~'"'-~-,---~~~~~~ 
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3. Clarence Thorpe (ed.), John Keats: Complete Poems and 
~ Selected Letters ~,,,{New York, 1935) ,-., p. 621. 
4. E. c. Pettet, On the Roetry-~ Keats (Cambridge, Eng., 
1957), p. 222. 
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·1mmediat'ely following this oue show Keats still suffering from .. - -
. . 
1 I I;> ' 
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I · · - · his old doubts, fears and ·tor.tur.es1 • 
It should be -quite obvious from a reading of the four 
, 
. odes' following 12, hych~» ( To ~ Nightingale_t; ~ ! Grec~~n Urn, · 
.QB Indolence, ·.Qa r~e.l~nch9_l;;z:) that Middleton Murry must be m,.ong 
. 
when he states: "It was when he had to part from Fe.,nny at' the 
end of June 1819 that I the hateful siege of contraries_ 9 _began 
in Keats's be.ing. "2 The "contraries", 1 t seems, never beg_an; 
·, . 
{,,. 
they were a fundamental part of the very emotional make-up of 
Keats. They were there always, put his love for Fanny brought 
theID.":to the tdre. "Love is my rel!.gion" - Keats wrote3 - "I 
• • • 
·could die for that. I could die for you. My creed is Love 
and you are. 1 ts onlf tenet. You have ravished me a11ay by a 
' . 
\ · Power I cannot resist ... I cannot breathe without you~~\ He had 
' . 
breathed, indeed, lived, before.he had met her, but now she 
had become .the mi.stress of his so.ul,_ h1s fate,. ll.1..e. 11!~. The 
complications within himself flowed forth in "this all too 
. ' 
·······-···--··· -------- ·· ·- ---·-··-·--- ··· · . o ompli ce .. tea (for him J affair. .... ... . . - - --·- - ---- -·- ··- .. --,--- ·- . 
If the complications of Keats's own nature as represented 
in his love affair baffle us, then we should not be_ too surprised 
- ·-· ·---~-- . ----- -·-- . ··--·------
··--- _,._ - _ _.. ~--T 
1. E. c. Pettet, .Q!! the Poetry .2! Keats -(Cambridge, ~g., 
~ 1957) , p. 222. . ·~- . · 
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3. Maurice B"uxton Forman (ed.), The Letters of John Keats {London, 1952), p. 435 •. 
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. to find ourselve$ baftleci by. some of the problems in his poetry •. 
to our acceptance or rejection of it as a veiled autobiography 
~ ... 
with Lycius., Lamia, and· Apollonius sta:p.ding for Keats, Fanny 
Brawne, and Charles Brown. Of course, when we stop to realize 
9 
that this is a poetic reflection of the turmoil in Keats's own ~. 
_feelings about love 1n general and· Fanny in particula~ we remove·· , 
at least some of the baffling elements· from the poem and begin_ • 
to appreciate the nature of the personal conflict behind Lamia. 
Indeed,., Lamia has become for Keats another incarnation of the ./ 
Fatal Woman, so her d1sgu1_se may not really hide Fanny Brawne 
fr~m the-eyes of the reader after all. In reality, it matters 
i little whether we see Lamia as -Fanny Brawne in particular, or 
the fateful woman of sexual love in general. His ·attitude and 
its inherent complications are surely there to be seen. 
Each d.ay brings its own change of events, however, jus~. 
as each month seemed to bring its change of heart to John Keats. 
• 
·' I} - . 
- .• ·-·····--·· .. - -He was· a man who could not live --with or without love, an-d, ·· 
, 
similarly, he was a man who could ~ot doubt his love forever. 
I 
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A brief' summary of the time and si tuat.3,,o:n is perhaps best stated f ··. ' 
' 
_ ... __ __ .. _ _ __ by Pette_:tl. . .. "The retu:rn. -t-o- Fanny- '-in-- early· >Oeto-ber- was·-·deei-sive,,-_- · "'-~ > · ~-r= . -~-· - . ·•···· -~--······-·----- . ·-- - -·"' ------- .. -- --.,,-----~, -~---------.... - - - ·-
and had it not been for his illness Keats would certainly have 
-----~-~---_:-._~- ____ .-.. -~-=~· ·:..~----~-~~~r~-1-ed ··her· ·a-ome.~~~~ -in the fo11~owing· yelir. · ·· · Apar~ trcim_ the - ~- ~ ~-----~-=~~----= - ··- -- -------,---~-----·. -:--~-.:_.:. -~ ··. ~~--- .··•-- . --~-----~_'!!,!f"·--v-...-- _ .. " ' -
. ~-- ............ -------~ ... ---- --. - .... ~ . ·- --~ 
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-·- - ----- -- - ---·-· ------ ·--·- -- ······-·-··· - - ·-··· -··---·"" -· ------·· •.... ···- _, -- . ·- --··-·······-·-···'·--
-- ......... -· ·--········ 
1. E. c. Pet-tet, On the Poetry~ Keats (Cambri-dge, Eng., 1957), p. 245.--
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. three· ecstatio:letters to Fanny immediately follo~ing their 
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' • 1. the rest of th_e year. that throws much light on his attitude. 
l But the 1820 letters, e·specially those lll'itten at the time of 
his illness 1~ the spring, show us that he had· at last convinced ) 
himself th.at .Fal'lny's· love was as deep and genuine as his own. 
Whatever the consequences to his poetry, as a mE6n he could not-· 
live without her, and though the 1820 letters are filled with u 
I 
an anguish that makes them almost unbearable to read, this 
agony is the prospect of another parting and of the death that 
will take Fanny away forever. He ·1 s no longer harrowed by 
doubt~ .about love itself." 
'~1. We now have John 'Keats tortured by doubts and fears far 
greater than those which previously ;made his existence such an 
unhappy experience. The man was not far from death and the love ,, 
of his 11.fe, although now trusted and certain could no longer 
.fj 
save him. 
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" As gr.eat as the peak.;41lay have been to which Keats soared, , 
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_: ·time .di·a. not treat him kindly. No soone.r had he reached· his 
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zenith·· than it was over •. '.Brown w·ould soon rent his house fo:t' 
the su.1n.merj ·· and Keats would once again· be forced to seek 
summer lodgings elsewhere.· During June he was undecided what 
. to do, and strangely enough for that time of year, his sore 
· throat was r~turning·. His love, if anything,. grew stronger. 
Re began to feel, however, that he was being selfish in asking 
·~ Fanny to be .fai th.ful to ,a man lrho could promise. nothing and 
. 
' offer little. As a result, he told her a few days before he 
... 
left that he would not return unless he had found better fortune ~ 
somewhere a1on8 the way. By June 27 he was on his way to the · 
. .. 
... 
·Isle of ylight and, f.or the f:trs·t time in his life, was leaving 
Fanny for an undetermined period of ·time. 
In the first week of July he wrote to Fanny expressing 
his· _longing __ e.nd a __ toych of fear about the trap into which he. . ; .. ---------:-:----;·-.. -----·---
[ 
! 
' 1 
i 
. ~ 
····• .... --. - . . --- ...... ·•.· , .... -· .. 
_ ........ · 
had fallen1 • "Ask yours.elf my love. whether you are not very 
cruel to have so entrammelled me, so destroyed my freedom. Will 
you confess this. in tne letter you must ,;rite immediately and do 
all you can to console me in it - make 1 t rich and· a draug_ht of 
. ' 
poppies to intoxicate me - write.t.he softe-st- wordsand,·k1·,ss·them 
~-~:.~=-:~=--~_:=-~~:.::_:~:_----~~=~--=-~--that· I may at least -toiic_h_~y lips wh_ere ... yours hav--e b.e-e-11.----·For--~-------·------------- ,.. . ... - - - . - ····--·-·-··-----····-·······"·-----··-·····~·-,----··--··- .......... - ··- ~--. ----.-···--·---~---------- ----~------ ~--- ·-·---~·-----·-
1. ·Joanna Richardson, Fannz Brawne (Norwich, 1952), p. ·3a.~ 
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myself I know not how to express my devotion to so fair a form: 
I almost li'ish we were butte-rflies and lived but three s11mmer 
days - three such days with you I could, fill with more <iel1ght 
than fifty common years could ever contain.u 
The summer wore on with frequent exchaziges of letters 
between the two. Keats's mind began to dwell more and more upon 
the thought of-death and his receiving death from and with 
Fanny. On the twenty-fifth of July he wrote to her: "I have 
two luxuries to brood over in my walks, your Loveliness and the 
, = 
].:.·.' 
. :J 
. ___ hour of my death.. 0 t_hat I could have possession o! them both-----------
in the same minute. I hate the world: it batters too much the 
wings of my self-will, and would I could take a sweet poison 
, from· you.r lips to send me out of it. From no others would I 
. fll take~ 1 t ..•. 
We can only imagine what the reaction of an eig~teen year 
old girl would be to such words •. We know that she wr·ote to him. 
and asked for no more ·letters of that. type2 • His next letters 
' certainly were not that type; but they were certainly not of 
- ' the love~letter type either. Keats attempted to explain the 
reason for this. In August he wrote ~o Fanny: "I am not idle 
• 
enough f-or proper downright lovec:::,letters - I leave this minute 
.... -
. --~··--··-- - ···- - .. ··--·-·-·-·-------~ ---- ~= 
=·=·-· ••<'••······--···--·~--·--·~·"····M~W--~-,~·-····,·····- a. scene in our Tragedy and see you ( thirJ.lt ,-:t-J1gt bl·asphemy)· .. _. =· :~c~ -~c _:~ 
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1. Clarence Thorpe (ed.), John Keats: Complete ·Poems.and Selected Letters (New York, 1935), p. 621. 
2. Joanna Richardson, Fanny Brawne (Norwich, 1952), p. 41. 
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~ / -he has a figure like the Statue of Meleager and double distilled 
· fire in his heS:l't.tt1 Here he is.referring to Otho the Great 
,;,:. 
,f_ • 
an~, his inabi11·ty to switch from it to the theme of a love 
letter. However, his mind was undoubtedly still dwelling upon·, 
Fanny so that much of his writing, perhaps even subconsciously, 
was colored by his thought of her. For this reason, much of 
what Ot~~ has in common with Mqia springs from the same personal 
experience2 • As Buxton Forman-~ in his edition of the lette,rs. 
has said: "Probably a good deal ot the torture ~hich that 
wretched prince (Ludolph) is depicted as undergoing was painfully 
- studied from experience. 113 Gittings adds to this: .. It is 
likely that Ludolph 1 s picture of his unfaithful bride in the last 
scene of the play is a picture of Fanny Brawne drawn in exact~ 
.,. 
physical detailp he also echoes the tone and words of Keats's 
. 4 
letter to her on August 16." 
We may rightly conclude that Gittings has probably gone 
a bit too far in the realm of specul.ation. An "exact physical 
1. Maurice .Buxton Forman·(ed.), The Letters !1..f. John Keats (London, 1952), p. 366. 
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2. Eo Co Pettetv ~ t~e .J?..oetr:y of Keats. ( Cambridge, Eng., 
1957) S) Jo 240 o 
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4. Robert Gittings, The Living Year (Cambridge, Mass., 
1954), p. 162. 
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... ····· .•..•..... + ... ··•· .. --- -a.escripti oritt- is surely not to --be found. However, the emotional 
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··~.:;c. .. a,., ...... ~.·0-~~-~=~~!,.,,<$.,~·,··'·' .... ,,,""·0,ondition · of ~Ke-at.s at··· this · time a~ demons'tl"a·te-d in his let·terS'"'··· ,~~""'=--~a. •.. ,,,,-,.:·:·, 
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readily leads ·even the most cautious observer into specul@,tion 
as __ to .. Fanny's ever present influence upon him and1 there.fore· 
; upon all that he did, thought, and wrote. She hoped he could 
and would return to H~pstead in time for her birthday. ije 
never arrived. He was making the supreme effort of staying away 
from her 1and-trying his best to drive her from his mind. How-
ever, on September 10 he set out for London in hope of getting 
some money for George, who had almost gone ba~rupt. Keats 
wanted to publish The Eve .21: St. Agnes in order to raise money. 
Taylor and Hessy advised him ~gainst it. Keats now revised 
thi,s poem wr1 tten in Januaryl and in so doing changed certain 
I p~ssages into expressions of gr~ater passion and de-sire. In-
.. teresting comments on and objections to this revision are to be 
found in Woodhouse's letter to John Taylor of September 20, 1819. 
- Among other things Woodhouse. says: 11 ••• Keats was in town the 
day before I le.rt·. . He came into 93 unexpectedly while I was 
in the midst of a recapitulation to Hessy of the strong points 
___ o.! __ the~",,matt,ex,,,"betwee--11 .. your-s-e-lves--and---t-he--- eairt .-.-.- -···- K. ·· came·····a·buut------ · 
his Chancery Suit that is to be: or rather that is n_ot to be, 
if he succeeds in the object of his journey to London; which is 
· ~-, ~ ,t:a~·di:s'suad.e---,-some· old ·aunt from going into tha:t:,·eourt. · - He. 
............. - .. ··- ...... - ...... ·-·" . . - •--------- -- --·-·--··-·-·-··-··--· --···· --· ----------------·--------- --- - ------·--·· 
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1. In a letter to John Taylor written September 5, 1819, Keats had said: " ••• I have finished Lamia, and am now 
occupied in revising St. Agnes's Eve, and studying Italian." 
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took his··· ·breakfast with ·me on the Sunday, a.lid remained w1 th me 
Eve fl! eS~o Agnes ,·& lla,n+~. 1JJ1Dlediately; but Hessy t·old him 1 t 
could not answer to do so now. I·wondered why he said nothing 
of Isabella: & assured him 1t·would please more than the 
Ev!~, st~ Ag_~e~ - He said he could not bear the form.er now. 
It appeared to him mawkish. This certainly cannot be so.· The 
i ~ feeling is very likely to come across an~author on review of a· 
former work of his own, particularly where the objects of his 
present meditations are of a more sobered & unpassionate 
l 
charactero The feeling of mawkishness seems to be that which 
comes upon us where anything of great.tenderness & excessive 
simplicity is met w1 th when we are not in· _.a sufficiently tender 
" & simple frame of mind to bear it: when we experience a sort 
of revulsion, or resiliency (if there be such a word) from the 
sentiment or e~pression. Now I believe there is nothing in 
the most passionate parts of Isabella to excite this .feeling. 
e, -
-.,,· It may, as_ may Lear, leave the reader far behind.: but there is 
it ll 
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· He had the _Ev_e .s,..t S"t. !:_ copied fair. He has made trifling 
~ l alterations, inserted an additional stanza early in the poem 
i 
_:.,_ 
Si 
·1 · .~ · to ·make ·the ·1egend more· intelligible~ 'a.nd correspondexi't t1ith· ,~ 
.-t-- -~~-~-~~~ -• --- --~~---------~~~-_.:.~:-=-~=- --.:_~-~ -
-f. --~--- -:-~.=-···-· what afterivards takes-·plaee, particular·ly-·tfith·resp·e-ct-to·the·~---i 1 supper & the playing on the lute. - he retains the name of 
Porphyro - has altered the last 3 lines to leave on the reader 
··cf 
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a··s·ense of petti.sll disgust, by bringing'·old Angela in (only) 
off with this change of sentiment ~ it was what he aimed at, .. 
·'l: & was glad to find from my objecti·ons to it that he- has -succeeded. 
- I apprehend·he had a fancy ·for trying his hand at an attempt 
to play with his reader & fling him off at last - I sho 1d have 
- thought he affected the I Don Juan I style of swinging up sentiment 
& sneering: but that he had before asked Hessy if he co 1d 
procure him a sight of that work, as he had not met w1 th 1 t, 
and if the E. of Sto Ao had not in all probability been altered 
-
-===:, .. = 
before his Lordship had then flown in the face of the publice 
·. There was another alteration, which I abused for 0 a full hour by 
" the Temple clock." You know 1.f a thing has a decent side, I 
generally look no further - As the Poem was or1g1 1y written, we 
innocent ones (lad1,,es, & myself) might very well have supposed 
that Porphyro, when acquainted with Madeline's love fo~ him, & 
'. 
when 'he arose, Etherial flush 1 d &c. &c. (turn to it) set himself 
at-once to persuade her to go off with him & succeeded & went over 
t~e 'Dartmoor black' (now changed for some other·piace) to be 
----,--·-·-·····--,----1"-'--·-·. --· --::···-~:-~·--''''"' ___ married- in----r-1-ght--honest e1iaste · & sober _wise.· -But, as 1 t 1 s now -. 
. 
. . . -
~.---· -~L~~.-- •-~··-~-.-.~~-·c_ 
••·•~·········-···· ·······--· -····-·•····-·--···••·-·-•·,.-~~-=~•·..,......,'.,.,a·-..-=..,;.~,, .... · ..... ., .. ., 
al tered 9 ~-,)as soon as M. has declared her love, P. winds by degree.s-
his arm round her, pre~~~-s ·""Preast to breast, and acts all the ., •. .- .. ----·········-·--··--··---··- ··.~ ··~-..;..;,·~·.,,.. . ,;.;...,..;; ,...,, .. ·..,··. ,'. , ,.,-· ·-~-. n ~ . 
. acts of a bonafide husban·a··~ while 'she' faiicies ·she is• only -
-.. 
This alteration ·-1s·ot . - - -·---· ·- -····---·- --·--·· - ··---~---""" .... ·-. ---·-------··-·-------·-~---·------~----···- .-------------------·p·1ay1ng the ·····part of ··a····nre ···1n a··· dream. 
'"· 
ff 
about 3 stanzas; and tho' there are no improper expressions 
I 
• 1,. 
•• 
,~···-·.·.--··-·-· ·- ., ........... ,·-~--·-.··-·-- ,.-•- , ...... ,. - ........ - '" ~ - .... ~ .j - • ·~'"·,-. ·-~.---~- : ........ - ·,' •• • - •• .... ,.,,. ' ..... . ~·. - -~. '. ,a- . 
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. but all 1s left to inference, and tho 1 profanel7 speaking, the 
. .. ··- ·--- ij 
I 
.. ,: I 
,. 
(i 
r; 
~ 
' .<e~c•,,,:.1,.,-,,«.•·•=•;.c.'<.-.,~"'""·"'~'""·-·---·~-.-;.,m,~-,.,._,.,r.,,,,,IDte.Z!e.st -on .. t-he . reader·~··S.: 1mag,ina·t1on····1:s-·· grea~t:131; .. he1ghtene··d·:·r····~·· ,,.·,Lo•~"'"~'""~ •• ;,,,,.~-~~-~···"") ~. 
. 
: 
µ. 
yet I do appr@h®nd it will render the poem-unfit for ladies, 
& inde®d scarcely to be mentioned· to them among ·the .'things 
that are.' He says he does not want ladies to read his poetry: 
that he writes for men - &·that if in the former poem there ,. 
was an opening't for a doub·t what took J>lace, -it was his faul;t 
for not 1;~3ri ting clearly & comprehensibly - that he sh' d despise 
a man t1ho would be such· an eunuch in· sentiment as to leave a 
_.. maid, w1 th that character about her, in such a si tua ti on: & 
. 
. . 
sh 1d despise himself to write about &c. &c. &c. - and all this~ 
sort of Keats-like rhodomontade. - But_you will see· the work I 
d ft are say? 
Oneoan almost imagine the reaction of Taylor to this 
letter.~ This is his replyl. 
"Bakewell Sat 25th Sep 1819 
lly Dear Di ck, 
Your welcome Letter has just ,reached me, having been 
forwarded in a parcel from Retford,·which place I left last 
Tuesclayo e>_ I sit down to r.ep_ly to it, more perhaps to express-··-~-
my regret at what you tell me of the Changes· in the Eve 9.l_ St. 
A.gnes 9 than· for any deliberate purp_ose of saying m.y say on 
things, in general. - Thi·s Folly of ·Keats is the most' Stu.pid 
" ~ .•; 
:~ 
-·-- __ -~- --~- _ __ __ ·_piece o~ Folly . I can- e,oneeive--. · -.. -- He- -do-e-s···no,t-·-·tfe·ar-··-tlie ··1-i1-~·-----· · · .. · _,'._ 
. 
. t 
,.- -'> 
1. Amy Lowell, John Keats (Cambridge, Mass., 1925), II, pp. 321-322. 
- · ·• · ~ ... ..._ · · •.•. ,,,_, h •. ,,s-.~.:.. •.. ,_•v,· .. · '--' ',., ...... ~, ·-"~· - .. -· 
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opinion of the world calmly, & yet. he will not allow it to form ~ 
:_\} 
.~ 
'· .. fo:-
·,=~·-;_------··"" ·'"-·-···a·· gcto d op1ni.on·ormm··& 1US wr1t1n.gs:"::··1te'repented ···of thiS ·····-···'"-'"'""""'' .i 
' ' 
Conduct when .Ell~m:L.o:D; l'1as1 published as much_ as a Man can .repent, 
-who shows by the accidental Expression of D1sappo1ntJD.ent, Morti-
.. fication & Disgust that he_hae met with a Resuit different from 
~that-which he had anticipated-. Yet he will again challenge the 
same ~eglect or Censure, & agai.n (I pledge my Discernment on it) 
< be vexed at the Reception he.has prepared for himself. - This 
Vaporing is as fa:r; from sound Fortitude, as- the ·conduct itself 
~ 
in the Instances before us, is devoid of good Feeling and good 
Sense o , - I don't know how the Meaning of the new Stanzas is 
wrapped up, but· I will not be accessory (I can answer also for 
H. I think) towards publishing anything which_ can only be read 
by Men, since even on their Minds a bad Effect must follow the 
Encouragement of those thoughts which cannot be raised w1 thout-~.--
Impropriety o -
"If 1 t was so natural a process in Keats I s Mind to carry on 
the Train of his Story in the way he has done 9 that he could 
not write decently, if he had that Disease of the Mind which 
renders the Perception too dull to discover Right from Wrong 
in Matters of moral Taste 0 I should object equally then as now 
· to the SancJGioning of the Infirmity by an act ·of cool Encourage-
. ' 
,"{, 
...... 
··: 
·,·-: 
,, 
' ~ 
i -ment on my part, pµ~ tl:leu he would be personally perhapsex-- . ·- . ·-·---~ ,,_,_ --··--·--·· -····--- -·-· f-,.-• 
.i 
-------"···---···--·--·---··---~·-'--------------,--~--------··c·u·sable ··~ ·As 1 t is, _. the·· flying in the Face of all Decency & 
... 
Disoret~on is doubly o.tfensi ve from 1 ts being accompanied w1 th 
- . ·--· , ..• ..,,._ .. ~ . ., .. .., .. ,, ....... -; ....... ,, ............. , ..... -.. .. '• ... ,, ,. . . 
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so preposterous a Conceit on his part of being -able to overcome 
< 
~ the Society and what- the Suffrages 9f Women are worth, he 1-1ould 
never have thought of depriving himse_l.f of them. - So fa1:' as _ . 'tl 
. 
.. . . 
he is unconsciously silly in this :Proceeding I am sorry· for him, 
b\1.t for the rest I cannot but 9onfess to you· that it excites 
in me the Strongest Sentiments of Disappro·bation. - There.fore my 
dear Dick if he vill ·not so far concede to my wishes as to leave 
the-passage as it originally stood, I must be content to admire 
·~--
his Poems with some other --Imprint, & in so doing I. can reap as 
~uoh Delight from the Perusal of them as if they were our own > 
• 
... -
. property, without having the disquieting Consideration attached 
to ·them o·f our approving, by the I Imprimateur.,' those Parts which 
are unfit !o~ publication. -
· "You will think me too severe again. Well then; I will 
t 
susp,end my Judgment ·-till I s~e or hear more, but if these 1 my 
.,.,,,· 
present Views are shown to be no Illusion I must act as I have 
... 
. described - How strange too that he should have taken such a· 
.S\ 
Dislike to Isabella - I st-111 think of 1 t exactly as you do, &. 
from what he copied out of Lamia in a late Letter I fancy I shall 
prefer it t·o that poem also e = The Extract he gave me was from 
the Feast t I did not enter so irell into 1 t · as to be qualified 
to criticise, but whether it be a want of Tast.e for such Subjeqts 
, . . . .. . . .. --~ . . - ,• - . . . 
-- . -- . 
- -··· ....... .,_, ····· ·-- - '" •" .. - .. - . . .. . . . .. .. . - - ·-
- .. ,... . .. 
··as Fairy ~ales, ·or tha.t·I do not perceive true Poetry except it 
is in Conjunction with good Sentiment I cannot tell but it did 
not p~om1 se to please me. - " 
• 
"· 
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__ _ Proper or improper though the .11nes may··have been, the 
... ~,.,~=~,~="~~.,,,.-~,~~~i&-.-~~·~Jd·A"=c.,.,.,.""'fa·ct ···s,ti l·l· ··remain.ad th~;t· Keat·s · had · to,- make a· -living ... -"-·- , On-"''"·~·- ·,, ... ·-=·=·=hl,-,·~=c-'=--··c .. c,,.-.t-. 
. 
-
. { 
-September 21 he. sent Woodhouse his Ode to Autumno He had . 
---,,,. == . . . . . 
__ -=, decided_ to write for periodicals as a means to this much needed 
income, and so he wrote to- · Dilke asking him to find rooms. In 
his usual faithful manner Dilke assisted his friend and found· 
lodgings -at 25 College Street, Westminster. On October 8 Keats 
was in London. This day lias a Friday. That Sunday {October 10) 
· Keats visited Hampsteadl. An era in the life of John Keats 
had ended. He had reached his zenith; his period of greatness 
was over. 
-~ 
· Once again Keats's passion took hold of him, and, once 
again he foun~ himself lost in devotion ~o the girl he had 
almost resolved to forget during.the summer. Finney believes 
· that the very night of this reunion, perhaps after having re- · 
turned to his lodgings from Hampstead, Keats wrote the sonnet· 
The Da.z 1§, ,GQ}l!,- in pleasant memory of this wonderful. day2-. We 
can neither prove. nor disprove this date of composition, but 
certainly our knowledge of the man's own temperament and his 
feelings for this girl argue in favor of Finney's theory. At 
least from this time on Keats gave of himself wholeheartedly 
to love and never again complained of the enslavement of it • 
. ·- ·---·--·~ ··--· ·····---··········~---- -----.. ·- - -· -...... - '-·--·-·- ··---··- ... -~·-·· ...... ··--·- --- -·· - ·---- .... - -·. -·- -· - . 
1. Joanna Richardson, Fannz Brawne {Norwich, 1952), p. 45. 
2. Claude L. Finney, The Ev9ly~ion .21: ~eats's Poetry 
.(Cambridge, Mass., 1936), II, p. 723. 
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· at least, he submitted to the ti.re that had beexi burning within 
now that .Keats wa.s :once .again w1 th his loved one he cou·ld 
produce nothing. The presence of the girl who· had inspired his 
greatest moments in poetry· now seemed to sap his very poetic - ~ 
strength. Keats had gone away from her; he had attempted to 
put her out of his mind. While away he had devoted himself 
to poetry much as a fanatic would. The pa_ssion burned within, 
however, and now it seem~d that he could not quench the fire. 
Poetry, ~lthough not forgotten, was now secondary. His whole 
mind and being seemed absorbed by the one he yearned for so 
fiercely. His poetic spirit had fled; he was indeed enslaved 
by the love he had tried so de~perately to esc~pe. 
~ :1 ,.._. 
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. Howev~r, devoted.to love as he now was, Keats was never-
thele·s s quite unhappy~ ·In addition to the jealousies that 
( 
continuously crossed his mind, Keats was now torn with an 
additional fear that Fanny did not love him as much ·as he loved 
her. This, of course, led to the fear that she would soon love 
someone else. Therefore, he more and more :mistrusted her sociai 
life and the affairs 1 t involved. · This compound,,ed mental and 
' r/ 
emotional difficulty greatly reduced his poetic ability and· 
productivity. While in this torment Keats composed the sonnet 
beginning: "I cry your mercy ••• " as a plea' to Fanny to free 
• him from his doubts and fears. Although there is no proof, 
scholars have dated this sonnet in November or December 1819 
because of the nature of its content1 • 
I cry your mercy G:ll pity - love! - aye, lovel 
. Merciful love that tantalizes not, . One - thoufhted 9 never~wandering 0 guiltless love, Unmask dD and being seen~ without a blotl OJ let me have thee whole 9 .=all =all= be minel . That s~ape 9 that fairness~ that sweet minor zest Of love 9 your kiss 0 CJ those hands» those eye·s devine, That viarm.v 1rbi te 9 ,. lucent 9 million=pleasured breast, -Yourself~ your soul= in pity give me all 9 Withhold no atom 8 s at~m or I diev Or living on perhapsp your wretched thrall, Forget~ in the mist of idle misery~ Life's purposes 9 ~the palate of my mind Losing its gust, and my. ambition·blind12 
I'll • ·~.. . ... 
.............. ·--·-·-~· •. ? ........ • 
_ .......... _ ... '"· l. Amy Lowell, John Keats _{C~pridge, Ma_s_s •.. , ..... l925J,--.--I.I---,-------~-.. --.,~-~----~·-···-·--- -· _______ . __ ...... -- ·-~ ... :......... PP• 375;.;.377 ~ .. . . - ···- .. 
· 
2. Clarence Thorpe (ed.), John Keats: Comgle~e Poems and 1,,. Selected Letters (New York, 1935), p. 3 o. 
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. During this same period Keats also ·expressed his agony in -... · 
" 
·.: . • ""l . 11· to m't 1 11 · 1 · · · -ii ·· · ·a-· · · " · . F·· 4···· · -~- - -·-'-"" ·---~--.:.-----'--"--·"·'""'""'··'·""··"'-.:,,.,,, . .-.. ,..,.d,.,._ ... _,,; .. cc.,.,.~.""·;-;' ~:·--=-c.,.,~.~ .. ~ . ..:.:,·""'' ... .e"""="'""'""'"'=~~15--"'""""·~·"'"'"''vh-e,·-·u anlc. ve1~se ·- · ne s g· - · J.tl- s · · ·-· -'V' ng .1.ia.tt •••• · ·. · ..a:.nney .u.a,S summeu. - · . ! > • ' • . - • 'f'~ • . -. ,l '(j':,. • • • ' 
~ . 
. 
.;, 
.. 
' 
up this poetical year in Keat~ 1 s life by saying that_"S1nce the 
• sonnet 1I cry your mercy' and the verses 'This living hand' 
were composed 1n November or December 1819 11hile Keats was in , 
the midst of the composition of The Oap and Bells, the final 
stanzas of ~h~. Goaxi .~~S. Bells were the last verses of ·poetry 
which he compos~do u,l 
• 
George arrived from America early in January 18202, and 
while he was in England there was much entertainment at Wentworth 
Place. On-January 28 George left once again for Ainerica3. On 
February 3 Jolin' went to London4 •. He returned home around eleven 
o'clock in the evening. Brown mentions his apparently poor con-
dition at t~at moment and adds: "On entering the cold sheets, 
• he sligh~oughed, and I heard him say, 1 That is blood from my 
mouth.~. Bring me the candle, Brown; and let me see this blood.' 
After re~arding it steadfastly, he looked up in my face, with a 
calmness of countenance that I o'an never forget, and said - 'I 
know the colour of that blood; - it is arterial blood ••• that drop 
1. Claude L. Finlley, The Evolution of Keats's Poetry (C.ambridge, Mass., 1936) 9 IIv Pe740e 
· 2 • .Amy Lowell, John Kea.ts (Cambridge, Mass.-,---1-925--J·, ----rr··,······ ..................... ,-------·· p. 380. 
. .. _ 
- . - . '• .... ~ ·- -
3. Ibid., P• 387. 
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. 4. Ibid., p. 389. 
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,,_ - - ·· Of bioOd is my death-warrant; - I must die. 101 ·· So 1{ was that 
• 
. . 
. 
... . - - - . 
.,: ...•.. _...:...--...7'--.. ..,..- slightly more th.ail;'!. one year be:fort ·n1s death the ·epitaph·· O? tlii ·--~~"''" ,,, 
-··t . 
-! 
poet _who~e name was "writ· in water .. _was written in blood ... 
• • . . 
The knowledge of the situation, of course, in no way 
helped Keats's spirits. He spent many hours brood1ng_over his 
.. 
condition. His st-ate o:t mind was naturally -reflected in his 
love affair even though Fanny did all that she could to cheer 
him,· including coming over to Brown's side of the house in the 
r 
mornings w1 th her sewing. It W&s at this time .that she gave 
Keats a ring engraved with both their names2• On March 6 
Keats had a heart attack. The doctor ordered complete rest and 
quiet. 
·. '. ~ 
--- ·-- ,, ----... 
:r ··.'" ":, . 
-1. Joanna .. Richardson, · Fanny Brawne · (Norwich_, 1952), p~ 53 •. · 
......... '.. .. .. ""• .... · _.: .. •. '. --~ -:- -.~· ~ -.- - . 2. Ib1d.,:_p __ • 57· - '"· •••. , l:l'. " .... •- • ~ • •• • .• ,• .,.~ .•.. 
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As April arrived ·Keats began to tell people, at least, that ( - . - ' 
~ 
. 
. . . -. . .. 
he was fee._ling better. The thought of having to leave his home 
once a.gain for the s11mmer hung over him, -·and this in no way 
encouraged his recoverye · In early May he moved to Kentish Town1 • 
. -· 
On May 7 he took a br!ef boat trip with Brown and then retu1•ned 
. 
to 2 Wesleyan Place, Kentish Town, his new temporary residence2 • 
. 
On May 15 Keats said to Brown: 11 ••• I have cont1-nued much tl1e ~ame, ~ 
• 
and am well enough to e~tract much more pleasure than pain out 
of the summer, even though I should get no better. 113 It is · 
• 
difficult to be1·1eve that anyone was deceived by· this seemingly 
casual remark. 
It is certain that Keats did not deceive himself with such 
pretended hope. He·wrote to. Fanny: "I have been ·a walk this 
• 
morning -with a book in my hand, but as usual I have been occupied 
. 
with nothing but you I wish I could say in an agreeable manner. 
· I am tormented day a~d night. They talk of my going to Italy. 
'Tis certain that I shall never recover if I am to be so.long ~ 
separated from you; yet ~1th all this devotion to you I cannot 
per.suade myself into any confidence -of you. Past experience 
. 
connected with the fact of my .lon_g. separation from you gives me 
-- ____ ----~-· ~ · __ -_ -____ -~- -_ - · -· --~------ 1 •.... Amy_ Lowell_,_ J_ohn_ Keata _(__Oambridg_e_,-~~-Ma.ss .... :,-____ 192~~.,-:·rr ,----~;.... ~----_---- ---- · 
'::.-: - · · · p • 411. · · -- · 
____ .., ___ ...... _,._,,..,.,_, ____ -<';'f-~- ... ,...,-T"l"-..,.,~·-..... --.-----:---·-ff------·-~- -""··-·- -- ~ -· ·-- ·----- --- ----- -~-~- - -- - - .. - - ----- - -- -·- ·. ·--·· 
2. Ibido, p. 412. 
3. Ibid., P• 414. 
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. agonies which are scarcely to be talked of. 
-~-··';.,.",.,.,;.-,•--~-
' 
J 
,t- . .• -•.• ~; .•• ---· -:--~--- ·--:--": . ,__._ ~ : • •. 
. , 
. 
When your mother . 
+~co,·.,c,·c,~ .. c.,,.,_.;.~:~16"··~""=~,.-~~.-,.,,?,,.,..,,.=,.=·~,~-cJ" .. C"OJnel~"' :r····snall · ere·· V8:t.1·y··.- .- sudden ·a·n'd .. · ·exp·-e1~·t· ··:tn a·s1t.·it\a-···~ner· . Whe·ther-····,·""·""""'''·""''"""'"':,,~.,"'''"'''··,, ~ - . 
-e; 
•' 
. 
-· -
··you have been to Mrs. Dilke 1 s, ·for ~he might say n.o to make me . 
easy. I am 11 terally worn to· death,· which seems my only re·course. 
I c·annot forget what has pass' d-. . What? nothing iii th a man of 
. . 
~--·-" 
the world, ·but to me dreadful ••• When you were in the habit of 
flirting with Brown you would have left off, could Jyour own heart 
have felt om half of one pang mine did. Brown 1,s a good sort 
of Man - he did not know he was doing me to death by inches. I 
feel the effect ·of every one of those hours in my side now ••• ~and 
I will never see or speak to him until ·we are p·oth old men, if 
we are to be ••• I 'have heard· you say that· 1 t was not unpleasant 
to wait a few years - you have amusements - your mind is away -
you have not bro·oded over one idea as I have, and how should you? 
You are to me an objeQt intensely desireable - the air I breathe 
in a room empty of you is unhealthy. I am not the same to you -
,f 
no - you can wait - you have a thousand activities - you can be 
happy without me. Any party, any thing to fill up the.day has 
' been enough. How have you pass 1 d this month? Who have you sm11 1 d 
with? ill this may see,m savage ·in me. You do not feel as I do -
you do not know what it is to love - one day you may - your time 
is not come ••• I appeal to you by the blood of that Christ you 
. ' . 
------cbe-1-1-eve in: Do not write to. III.~ _ if you l.l,~ye Q.QJ1e anythiilg tll1-~-----.. ---- .. ~-··-~: 
------------.-----~--_-·-.--------.. ---·----· month which ·1t· wou1·a···nave pain-ed me to -have seen. You may have 
altered - if you have not - if you still behave in dancing rooms 
!' : 
' 
. . ' . ' . . . 
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. ·.----·······~··and·societies as I have seen you - I do not want to live - it 
... · vou 1"QVA done· 0 0 I ··l'.;t•1···~h ·th···1-···s·~:,c··:·c··~·-·o·u'ini' ·'n···,··g·., .... ,:.,;.:..~·g'lit ,·,,m'· iiy" , .. 'be "Iiiy''"''iast;-··"''i""'-"'•·'""'~,.,.,,,"<"l.,---"·=-=··~,.,~, . . t.,._ ...... ~. ,.·.·Ja~~"""""''"'"''''""'"""""''"'·-==='~'=~· .. ,,~.,..,~ · · · .· -.-u ,.·:··· ~· · · · · · · · · · ·· · ~· · · 1111 .., .t1..1. I I 
I 
; 
' .. 
. ' ' -- ·"' 
' ' 
· cannot live without you; and not·-·only you but chaste you; 
virtuous you. The sun rises-and- sets,. the·day passes, and you 
... ' 
follow the bent of your inclinations to a certain extent - you i 
have no conception of the quantity of misera'ble feeling that 
passes through me in a day. - Be serious I Love is not a play-
thing - and again do not write unless you can do it with a 
crystal conscience. I would·sooner die for want of you than 
-
11i 
; 
. f This letter, and others, had a profound effect upon Fanny. 
She was de.eply disturbed both by the attitude and the condition 
. 
of Keats. _, Apparently she understood that the attitude was 
J;f• 
caused by the condition. 
The summer was drawing to a close; the fall was approaching; 
~ but this ~s to be no ordinary autumn. Even if his doctors had. 
not told him, Keats undoubtedly would.have known that he could 
not live through another winter in England. In a few short weeks 
Keats would be on his way to Italy. Fanny was all too well aware 
of the imminence of John's parting. If the decision had been only 
hers to make, Fanny would have married Keats at once regardless of 
his health2 • Fanny's mother, however, realizing that her daughter 
was not yet of age, promised that upon Keats's return they should 
............... ----- --··· 1. Maurice Buxton Forman (ed.), The Letters of John Keats ...... --
-------·-··· 
_______ .. ___ ----
7 
.. -·-·--
-: --···-· 
-( London, 1952), pp. -496-497 e .. 
.. 2. Joanna Richardson, Fann;r Brawne (Norwich, 1952), p. 70. 
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• 
should have been his wife and he would have lived with us." 
• Keats was now ~gravely 111. His weakness was on the increase. 
During his last weeks in England he was nursed by Fanny and Yrrs • 
..;· -· !rawne. For once he was, though dangerously 111 9 ,happy. Fanny 
Erawne wrote Keatsffs farewell to his sister Fanny for him in 
September so that he would not have to exert himself<}. On Monday, -
September 18, 1820, she began her first letter to Fanny Keats· 
saying: "Your brother on leaving England expressed a wish that I 
• 
should occasionally write to you; •• • 114 After an exchange of 
tokens and gifts 1no·lud1ng his giving to her his· folio Shakespeare 
and his miniature by Severn, they said goodbye. It was September 
13, 1820. On the following Monday Keats set sail with Severn 
never again to see his native England. 
occasion to write to Fanny Keats. This first letter began not 
only a series of letters, but also a friendship of lasting im-
portance. In Fanny Brawne's letters to Fanny Keats we get an 
· 1. Joanna Richardson, Fanny Brawne (Norwich, 1952), p. 70. 
2. Fred Edgcumbe, (edo) 9 Letters .2f .~~nnz Brawne 12 Fann_y Kea·ts (New York·s 1937), pp 0 27~28 o 
3. Ibidov footnotes PPo 5 .. 6, °Keats dictated a letter to his 
sister (Lettersp Po 517), dated Sapto llth 9 1820: 8It is not illnerss that prevents me. ,1riting, but as I. am ·reeo~---- -·-------
mmended to avoid every sort-of fatigue I have ae;eepted.the 
assistance of a friend (Fanny Braime) who I have desired to -write to you when I am gone and to communicate any intelligence she may hear of me: Both letter and signatur.e 
are in Fanny Brawne I s h~dwri ting." 
• 4. Ibid., p. 3. 
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.. 
· ···accurate p1ctur·e ,,-r-,t'he heart and soul of· the girl who loved I 
dispel the many false theories- and statements that have arisen 
~bout her and see the real,· true Fanny and understand the r,eal, 
true love and affection she held 1n her heart for John Keats. 
The importaAce of this first letter cannot be overestimated. 
Not only is it extremely important for the feeling it displays 
in regard to the often misunderstood affair between Fanny and 
Keats, but it is most important for the series of letters it 
begins. This series in itself is the foundation stone upon 
which the defenders of Fanny Brawne may noiv construct their case. · 
for these reasons· this letter is here given in its entiretyl. 
!'11, dear Miss Keats 
• 
Your brother on leaving England expressed a wish that I 
should occasionally write to you; a wish with which I feel the 
.. 
, greatest pleasure in complying, but I cannot help thinking I . 
require some kind of introduction, instead o~ which I must inform 
you of all my claims· to your correspondence and I assure you I · 
·.,:1 
think them no slight ones, for I have known your brot-her ··for two 
years, am a great friend of Mrs. Dilke's who I believe you like, 
and once sent you a message, which I do not know whether you 
· received by a lady who had then never seen you· but who expec1;ed 
- to do -so, a Mrso Oornisho Besides which I have· several times in- -~--·-· ___ :__ 
vited you to stay with me during the last t-ime--your·brothe·zr··George-··-------------
1. Fred Edgcumbe (ed.),. Letters 2£, Fan:gy Brawne 12 Fanny Keats (New York, 1937), pp. 3-5~. 
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was in England, an indulgence which was not granted me. You 
";;:ii~,.,~,,. •. ,,, .. _~,,-,v,;.¢.~,-~~·~-i~.w~~.,.,,a~.:~~.,~.,~-~··s:eei '"· I ··have~' ··beei1····q1i!te, . -Iritlma:t·e···· ·n·t·h ···y·ou·, .. ··mos··t · 11.k·ely .. ·nthou t' ····you 
l 
i 
i 
! .. 
ever having heard of my name •. Besides th~s your brother has been 
staying wi~ll us for the last six 111eeks of his being ~n this country 
and my Mother has nursed him. He left us last Wednesday but as 
the· ship waited a few days longer than we expected, he did not 
sa11 · .from London till 7 o- 1 clock yesterday morning. This after-
noon we have received letters from two of his friends who 
accompanied him as far as Gravesend; they both declare his health 
and spirits to be better than they could have expected. I do 
,. 
not enclose you the letters or send you all the pa~ticulars be-
cause Mr. Halsam said he would call on~you very soon and he may 
' 
have s~en you before you receive this note; if that should not be 
I 
the cas~,- you will be pleased to hear that he went part of the 
\. ~ 
''··,, ) 
___ .,. 
way with him: his kindness cannot be describad. As he was uneasy 
at your brother's travelling by himself he persuaded a friend to 
go with him, and in a very few weeks Mr. Brown, who you probably 
-
know by name will follow him. I cannot tell you how much .every 
-
one have exerted themselves for him, nor how much he is liked, 
which is the more wonderful as he is the last person to exert 
himself to gain people 0 s friendshipo I am certain he has some 
- spell that attaches them to him, or else he has fortunately met 
. . 
. --------with -a -s-et··of friends that I did· not believe could be found in -
j 
. . --- . ... . 
·the world. May I hope, at some.time to receive a letter from Jou? 
Perhaps you have an objection to write to .. a stranger. If so, I 
. ~ 
) 
. ~. 
' 
: 
... . . 
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...... . 
. . will try not to be very much disappointed .if your.objection is 
. ;f' 
t 
... too .... str.ong ... ····· ... to.'. . .,,1)9, ... Q .. V~Fe,em&.·"''~,,-,,Fo·ri•,,,:my···''Own'····p·a:rt·,-··t·:··lia've·· ·1o'iig········cea"se'd'·'•''••''"'·=:~>,W•J<~~~~:~;~,-c,,;c,l ~'-.;''',,,,. ·•~•.•,:--,,·!~,Pl-'.":~;,;i,:;!.""~~~·~·-,~~~"t'..".~t;t .. ,~~!!'~~-~":".'!F;Yf~l'.":.:'<.R:."1o!1,.1• iU:1·{.f·::·· ·: .. · ·.,~- ·,. .. ;., · · . . 
: 
,. 
,·· 
I to consider you a stranger and though this .first letter may be 
I a little stiff - because I wish-ta let you ~no:w what a time I 
r have been acquainted y1i th you, it will not be the case again, for 
at any rate I shall write once more whether you answer or not, 
as soon as letters are received from your brother, which I hope 
will not be for some ti~e, for writing agitates him extremely • 
.. 
-In Mr. Halsam you will see the best person in the world to raise .. '. ... 
-
~-------·~ --- ·- ~~---- ---- - -
your sp1r1 ts, he- feels so certain your bro\p.er will soon recover \;. 
his health. What an unconscionable letter. r· remain yours, 
allow me to say, affectionately· 
Frances Brawne " 
It is neither necessary nor proper to dwell upon the in-
accuracies in this letter. Fanny either had 9r wanted to convey 
a spirit-- of optimism perhaps as much to herself' as to Fanny Keats. 
Her concern for Keats, however, cannot be hidden even in this 
first letter to his sister. As her series of letters unfolds, we 
see clearly the genuine concern in her heart at that time and 
the desperate grief in her soul after Keats's death. Whe·ther 
she ever expected to see him again after his departure from 
England is a question we sha11· never answer.· 
~ •· .. ,..,. ..... . .. ·- ~ When· the shi-p. on w-hich Keats and· se·ve~n- s-ailed, -t-h-e Maria· 
Crowther, was off the Isle of Wight Keats wrote in his copy of 
Shakespeare's poems opposite A Lover's Complaint a final version 
• 
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of a sonnet that Fanny had lovedl. --- ---------- ----------- - -- ---·-------- - --- -------------- ---- ---, 
,. ' 
- . ., · --- __ - _ -, ~ _ _ 
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. f Not in.lone splendor hung· aloft the.,night ~ 
And watching 9 lfith eternal lids apart, ; 
- Like nature 8 s patientv sleepless Eremite, ~ i The ·moving vraters s.,t their priestlik® task· - -- - - r, 
Ot pure ablution round the earth 8 s human shores) ~ Or gazing on the ne1v softc::>fallen masque :J Of sncrtiv upon the mountains and the moors. f 
No - yet still stedfast 9 still unchangeable ;; 
Pillow9d upon my fair love 8 s ripening breast, 
To feel for ever its soft fall and swell, 
1kiralre for ever ·1n a sweet unrest, 
Still, still to hear her tender - taken breath, 
An·d so 11 ve ever - or else swoon to death~'~--
On October 21 Keats and Severn arrived at Naples. Keats 
did not write to ,Fanny; he could no·t. He did write his first 
and.only -letter to her mother2 • 
"My dear Mrs. Brawne, 
••• I d&re not fix my Mind upon Fanny,- I have not 
dared to think of her. The only comfort. I have had that way has 
been in thinking for hours together of having the knife she gave 
me put in a silver case - the hair in a Lockett - and the Pocket 
. -.- , . ..;; ••\-----~-. ,., ··-- - . -. ..;,,-,-- .... -. - . 
- . - - ' 
l. Aileen Ward, ''The Date of Keats's 'Bright Star' Sonnet", 
SP, LII, ·- (1955), 75-85 gives the .following information, 
of importance here: "The first date assigned to this 
sonne~ = September 28g 1820 = held for almost a century •. When Milnes printed the poem in 1848 from the copy which 
Keats made for Severn on board the Maria Croi1ther 9 he 
repeated Sevarn°s account of the sonnet which implied 
that Keats had composed it that very day 9 his last on English soil0 The story of his 8last poem 0 c:, 0a- beautiful·· 
and consolatory circum.s·tancei)- 0 as Colvin described it -
i . 
was-·_ discredited iihen 0-olvfii ·-came ·a-cros-s· an Eiarlf-e:r version 
transcribed by Charles Brovm and dated 1819. 11 
I 
I • 2. Clarence Thorpe (ed.), John Keats: Com*lete Poems and SelecteS); Let~~rs (New York, 1935}, p. 6 6, letter of_ Oct~ 24, 1820. 
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.~~=,~:-·~-.. J(y-·Love aga:l:n····te Fan,n;y····"" tell Too-tts··· I ··wf.sh.· I could pitch' her''S'"--~·~~,,,,,,,.,,.Ki 
• . 
.• . 
.. <::t. 
~. . 
··:·.), 
basket of grapes - and tell Sam the fell~ws catch here with a 1!; 
:;-~J C',-
---
.... l. ::\,i 
11n·a a ll ttle :r1·sh much· like an anchovy, pull them up fast ••• 
-~·-
God biess you." 
It was., indeed, ·a. good-bye. The · news of Kea ts·' s worsening .. 
condition was kept from Fanny. Whether this was good or bad from 
a humanitarian point of view no one can say for certain. 
was no fool; she mus·t have known of the gravity of Keats's 
condition. Surely,· in her own heart _she was prepared for the 
worst. On February 23, 1821, the worst came. Spring was well 
under way in Rome, but the beauty and gaiety of this season that 
once was the delight of John Keats were unable to stem the flow 
of life from the poet I s body. Attended only by Severn he died •. 
It wasn't until March 17 that the tragic, and yet not unex-
pected, news reached Wentworth Place2• 
l. All these items were ·gifts from Fanny to John-at this 
-~- .. __ ~ ..... ----· ~--,._ .. _.,.,.,_._ --~:-··.c ~ ~-~- _ -': :, _ departure. 
2. Joanna Richardson, ·Fanny Brawne (Norwich, 1952), p. 86. 
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FamJy clad herself in the typical dress of the day a,_sb~ 
.and her entire family went into mourning. Her physical con-
d1t1on rapidly changed. She grew pale and thin and gave every 
appearance of an.actual w1dow1. Understanding as her family 
might try to be, they could not really understand Fanny's grief. 
Perhaps believing that only ~ne person could really understand 
her-grief and know her heart, she soon wrote, once again to· 
In the letter of March 27, 1821 she says: tt' I 
know my Keats is happy, happier a thousand times than he could 
have been here, for Fanny, you do not, you never can know how .. 
much he has sufferedo So much that I do believe, were it. in my 
power I;_ ,,ould not bring ~im back.- All that grieves -me now is 
that I was not with him, and so near it ,as I was."2 She then 
goes on to say: '' ••• the Doctors were ignorant and unfeeling 
enough to send him to that wretched country to die, for it is 
now known that his recovery ?ras impossible before he left us, 
and he might have died here with so many friends to sooth him 
and me with him. u3 
., It is quite evident from the last lines quoted that Fanny 
was well aware of Keats's condition and the gravity of it de~pite 
---· '·--- ..... ,,..,. ·--~ . 
··- ~ ·---~ -·· ··--. 
--~-~---~c-~-,--- ·-----~--· 
· 1. Joanna Richardson, Fa~z !._r!J,wne {Norwich, 1952), p. 87. 
.. 
-t't 
2. Fred Edgcumbe ·(ed.),· >'etters of Fasn.y Brawne 12 Fanny Keats (N.ew York, 19371, pp. 25-29. 
3. Ibid. l,w,:t.4. L L 
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·· ---·-'··'···' ., ... · -~,.-·-- - - the well-intentioned efforts of her mother and Brown. to keep 
. ? 
of May 23 0 1821 to Fanny .Keats that she did not wish to discuss 
1 • 
• ' 
.John Keats or their love publicly or even with her own fam1ly2. 
11 To no one but you would I mention him. I will suff~r no one 
but you to speak to me of him. They are too uninterested in 
him to have any right to mention what is to you and me, so 
great a losse I have copied a letter from Mr. Severn giving an 
account of the last days of his life. No one knows I have it but 
you, and I had not sealed. it up as I thought you might wish to / 
see it, but if you· do, you must prepare for great pain, if you 
would rather not make you_rself again unhappy, do not reJ:1.d 1 t-. 
=· I think you will be wise. It took me a long time to write. I 
/ 1' have not looked at it since, nor do I mean to do so at present, 
but I mention it to you because though it gives pain, it also 
gives a certain kind of pleasure in letting us know how glad.he 
was to die at the last.tt And now· comes Fanny 8 s reasoning b~hind 
her statements earlier in this letter. "Dear Fanny no one but 
I you can feel wi tl1 me - A11 his friends have forgotten him, they _. 
have got over the first shock, and that with them 1s all. They 
. think I have done .the same, which I do not wonder at for I (have) 
.l t ·' l. Sidney Colvin, John Keats (New York, 1917),.pp. 514 ff., 
·! ..... · ... -··· ···-··--·-----~------~:===~·:: _______ ~---·--~:~-~ •. ~: ... -· ........ r.el.ates ~that Bro"Wll· -would .read· ···only····pe-rtions·· or-·Seve·m*·s ~ ··-···· I 
f. 
t 
1 
letters to the · :Bra1me family and th.at Mrs. Brawne would follow the same practice in regard to Severn's letters to her. 
2. Fred Edgcumbe (ed.), Letters S1! FaJJPX ................... Keats, (New York, 1937), PP• 30-35. · 
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. taken care never t-o trouble them w1 th a_ey feelings of mine, but 
,.,_. 
best, that I have not got ov~r it and never shall-" 
Never 1s·a long time, but Fanny was indeed sincere in what 
she felt. She wore her clothes of mourning for Jolin Keats for 
six years; she did not marry until after twelve years from the 
time of Keats 0s death; and she wore the gold ring he had given 
her until her-· own death.-
On June 15, 1833, Fanny Brawne married Louis Lindo (later 
Lindon) at.St. Maryl.ebo.ne-.Parish Churchl. She was thirtyc=two 
years old at the time; he was but twenty-one. Keat·s had been 
dead over twelve and a quarter years. ,anny Llanos (formerly 
Fanny Keats) did not ~ttend the wedding2• She was unable in her 
own mind to forgive Fanny Brawne for what she was doing. To us 
today th1 s is a very narrow point of view. Surely even the most 
severe critics would not condemn Fanny Brawne for having found 
happiness once again after twelve years of loneliness and sorrow. 
Evsn in her new-found joy, Fanny never forgot her first love. 
She had been married seven or eight years before her husband was 
-t~ld anything about Keats's love for her, and that information was 
revealed only when Lou~s asked about the portrait (of John Keats) 
in her room3. True as she was to Louis Lindo(n), Fanny carried 
...... ~----
--·· · ··---
·····-···· .. ----··--··--··---·-···· _. -
1 •. Joanna Richardson, Fanny Brawne (l\Jorwieh, 1952), p. 127. 
----2-.-----Marie Adami, Fanny Jea~§ (London9 1937), p. 137. 
3. Joanna Richardson, Fanny Brawne (Norwich, 1952),. p. 126 •. 
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the memory of John Keats to her grave symbolized by his ring 
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December of 1865 Fanny Brawne Lindon passed quietly from the 
world she had entered sixty..;five years~be:fore1~ To the world 
of 186-5 the death -of a Mrs. Frances. Lindon- meant 11 ttle. To , -
... 
the world almost one century later it meant the passing of the 
greatest souroe of inspiration John Keats ev·er···knew, the one -
woman he 1oved and who, in return, truly loved him. 
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Epilogue 
' The years have brought their changes in the world in general and 
in the pla~~s Fanny and Keats knew in"",particular. ·wentwor"th Place 
is now a _museum dedicated to Keats; his life there, and his 
~ 
everlasting memory. The years have even brought their changes 
' in Fanny. Obviously, the woman herself never changed 9 ·the_ li'Orld I s 
opinion and evaluation of her has, however. Undoubtedly Fanny. 
" 
would have been very surprised, even shocked, had she been able 
to ~ead the criticisms of her printed through the first quarter 
~ .. 
of this century. Today, fortunate1y, we seem to have finally -
reached the truth. O,ertainly we ~or anyone else wi·ll ever know ' 
all there is to know about Fanny. We can only surmise her inner 
thoughts and feelings. Unfortunately we have none of her letters 
to Keats, but we now have the tangible evidence of what sort of 
woman she was. We now know the sincerity, the depth, and the · 
. ' endurance of her love for Keats. , We now know her love for him 
was real, and we no longer need question her motives or plans. 
Had our present evidence been available from the very day of her 
de-ath much needless and useless material. written in c:ri ticism 
could have ·been avoided. Perhaps one of the difti·culties that 
stood between the scholars and the truth was the reticence on 
~ .... 
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. _, Fanny's part to discuss Keats and her love for him after hi.s 
death. This obstacl.e, of course, was removed 11ith the publication 
of her letters to Fanny Keats, the only person, apparently, 
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.. with whom she was willing to discuss such matters. Her -lack of 
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After her lover's death Fanny led a quiet life retired from -' 
. 
society. During his lifetime, of course, she enjoyed a full 
social life including parties and dancing. This,· of course, was -·- .. 
the natural life for a girl of her age. She was an avid reader, 
especially of novels, although she spent little time with poetry. 
Later in life she ··did some writing for Blacklrood I s magazine. 
Her genera'lA,outlook wa~ toward the brighter side. This qual1 ty, 
it seems, would have served her.excellently as the wife of Keats. 
A contrast to his often depressed state of mind would have been 
excellent. This, of course, is a pleasant way of rewriting 
history. Keats was often depressed, to be sure, but the -question 
remains, would he have been so were he in good health? The 
answer seems no. The point, then, is that Fanny's nature would 
probably have served as a compliment to Keats's rather than a 
contrast had he lived and had they married. 
Fanny appreciated Keats's work and eve·n tried to encourage 
him in the fulfillment of it. Unlike her lover, she was practical 
in worldly affairs and had a good sense of humor. She had the 
beauty, charm, and grace to serve him well as his wife. Her 
__ .____ qualities ,1oulq. .have stood in -pleasi-ng contrast to his ·under •'·••••'•--~.• ·~:,~ --• • • • •- :•• ::,·•-:··· .. .-:·.-,;,_._·,,•_•••••••,• .i. ,C•'·~--·-'"~""."'"••r ••• 
existing circums~anoes, and her love for him would have soothed 
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-------------.. · --- the wounds 1n the delicate and sensitive temperament of her mate. 
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earlier, on May 23, 1821 she ·wrote to Fanny Kea-ts: "All his 
friends have .forgotten -hi¥1, they have -got 'over the firs~ shd-c-k-, 
and that w1 th them is all. They think I have done the same,~ . 
which I do not wonder at, for I have taken care never to trouble 
the~ with any feelings of mine, but I can te..11 you who next to 
me (I must say next to me) loved him best, that I have not got 
over it and never shall - It's better for me that I should not 
forget him b1J.t not for youti you have other things to look forward 
to - and I would not have said anything about him for I was afraid 
of distressing yo~ but I did not like to write to .1ou · without . 
telling you how I felt about him and leaving it to you whether 
the subject shall be mentioned in our letters •••• 111 
It was not until twelve years after his de~th that she 
married;· she wore his ring until her death • 
woman to forget. Even in her married and family life she kept 
alive the now distant ""memory of her first love o A fine summary 
of her growth of character comes from M. Buxton Forman2• ushe 
was a girl when she .first met Keats;· she may have been a 'minx';. 
she became a ~woman when she said goodbye to him at Hampstead on 
Wednesday the 13th of September 1820." And, 1 t ·- should be ... added, - .-
·- -·-----
_, _i . - . --... -· . - . . . .. . ··- ·- - -" . . - . . -. . - .. - . . 
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~I · 1. Fred Edgcumbe (ed.), ~etters ,gS_ FanBl Brawne ~12. Fanp.y 
-1 Keats (New York, 1937j, p. 30. . · 
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2. Ibid.,_ Preface, vii:. -
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In the way of conclusion it· is most interesting to note the 
words -of Walter A. Wells, M. D., speak~ng on the subject of the 
love affair between Keats and Fanny1 • 11 Think what one may about ., 
the general misfortune of this unfortunate love affair, it is 
nevertheless certainly true that this first twelve-month period2 
I 
• 
corresponded with the period of his greatest poetical creations." 
. 
However, the doctor does not smile kindly upon the poss1- _ .~ 
b111 ty of the two having become married. 11 The sad .story of Keats 
as a victim of inherited tuberculosis is well known. Less 1cno·wn 
is the fact that there existed a strong inherited tendency of the 
same -kind in the family of Fanny Brawne. By a remarkable co-
incidence, like Keats, she had l~st a parent and a brother, struck 
down by the same dread disease; a father (like Keats's mother), 
in the early thirties, an only brother, Sam, at the early age of 
seventeen,. ~wo years younger than John I s brother, T~m. A union 
;~ 
such as the one proposed could but portend a biologic catastrophe. 
The cards certainly would have been stacked against them. It is 
. significant in this connection that tuberculosis cropped out in 
-the family of George, Keats' only married brother and his wife 
Qeorgiana, living in America. The danger ltould -have been multiplied 
··- - -
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1. Walter A. Wells, A Doctor's Life~ John Keats (New 
~York, 1959), p. 1-S-7. 
2. The period referred to here is the year 1819. 
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families as well as in many other families of that era early in 
this paper. Medical comment was reserved until now, however, as 
a fitting c-onolusion to the entire affair that never did reach 
a point o:f culmination. Fate, it seems, 1n its awful cruelty_ 
often casts light upon 1 ts d,ecisions long after the effects of -
the events it caused have vanished from the scene. This opinion 
is in no way intended to argue that it was inevitable for Keats 
to die before he could marry Fanny or that Fanny was fortunate 
to have her first lover die at so young an age. As timeU:Jually 
heals 1 ts own wounds, it seeme·a to do so in the case of Fanny. 
Al though much later in life, Fanny did marry, appa·rently happily, 
and she di_d bear healthy, normal children. The medical pr·ofession. 
has raised the question whether this could have been so had she 
married Keats. A question it is, and a question it will always 
remain, but it would have been ~rag1c indeed if the lite of the 
/'" two lovers together had been *blackened by increased disease. In 
retrospect we can be thankful that the two did meet, did_ love,_ 
and, especially, that Fanny did inspire Keats to the poetic 
heights he was able to reach just before his disease finally 
conquered both body .and ~ind. -------- ---·-- -··-·· ---· ··- --- -- - -------
..... ---------··----· ··-··--- ---·,~.··---- .... ,. - - --:·· ·-·-:·~----·_·_•'··--~~ -~-~ - ·-
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. 1·: •. Walter A. Wells, A Doctor's Life o·f John Keats (New York, 1959), pp. 189-190. 
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Although long deceased, neithe+ Keats nor Fanny is really - ' l 
,,,,,--.. :---~....,..----·,, .. dead.; - They 11 ve on together··· 1n tn.; memory·•ot soholijr a.na · ---'.-~,,----j 
- ~ f 
:~·. 
f 
I 
. . ; . . . . -~·-··-·-- - ·- .. -
casual reader alike. The important point so far as we are 
concerned is that' they 11 ve "together"; time -oan never separate 
them. We ·cannot think of Keats without Fanny. This, in 
itself is su£fioient tribute to the one love of Keats's all. 
too brief life. As he 11 ves on, so does·· his love for Fanny 
Brawne and the great effect it had upon him, his poetry, and 
his life. 
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